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Laboratory research was performed to understand leadership by attempting to link

EEG baseline frequency patterns with data from the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire

(LOQ) assessment survey. Research began with 293 right-handed males, 18 to 26

years-old, who completed the LOQ. Based on their scores, 61 subjects, grouped by the

Ohio State Leadership Quadrants, were tested using brain-mapping technology.

Electroencephalographic methods were used to analyze subjects while in resting

uneventful states [eyes-open and eyes-closed]. ANOVAs were used for analyses of

among-group differences and t-values were used for between-group differences.

Results revealed significant differences among leader types even in resting states

devoid of a cognitive task. Most striking were differences seen in Alpha and lower Beta

FFT bands across the entire frontal lobe for peak amplitudes in the eyes-open condition.

The literature supports these differences as being deep-trait differences. The frontal lobe

controls personality stability, ambitions, responsibilities, and properties of behavior, as

well, according to the literature.

Research implications focus on the Contingency versus Situational approaches to

leadership. The crux of this debate is whether leadership is (1) an aspect of personality,

or (2) something which can be transformed at will for each and every occasion. Findings

suggest that the Contingency Model is more appropriate - that it is easier to change the

situation than the leader's personality (or baseline electrophysiology).
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The State of Leadership Research

Theorists who have assessed the leadership literature in management could describe

the field much like the Gordian knot of Greek legend, a mass of ropes, so tangled, twisted

and knotted that no can straighten it out (New webster's encyclopedic dictionary 1969).

Stogdill, a leading researcher, wrote, "Four decades of research on leadership have

produced a bewildering mass of findings. . . The endless accumulation of empirical data

has not produced an integrated understanding of leadership" (Stodgill, 1974, xvii). Bass,

who carried on Stogdill's archival efforts, and is in his own right a leading researcher on

leadership, acknowledged in his most recent work that the essence of Stogdill's judgment

remains intact even though the number of studies on leadership has exceeded 7,500

(Bass, 1990). McCall and Lombardo, who also assessed the leadership literature,

described the number of unintegrated models, theories, prescriptions, and conceptual

schemes as mind boggling. They described much of the literature as fragmentary, trivial,

unrealistic or dull. They described the research results as characterized by Type III

errors (that is, solving the wrong problem exactly) and as contradictory (McCall and

Lombardo, 1978). Management historian Wren summarized the assessments of the

leadership literature, stating, "Despite the mountains of literature on leadership, we know

very little. . . Despite the efforts of behavioral scientists to explain leadership, much

remains unexplained" (Wren 1987, 386).

1
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The Rationale

The least thing that can be said about leadership is that it has something to do with

consideration for subordinates and the ability to superintend a task. Why this is so is

covered extensively in the review of literature. However, it is important to know that

these two qualities of leadership character are called "consideration" and "task-

structuring," respectively (Bass 1990).

Something else is known to be true about leadership, something so basic as to be

assumed. Leadership has to do with people - - leaders and followers, and all these people

have brains. The brain is unlike any other organ in the body. All activities of a person

are summarized in the brain . These activities, which include thinking, feeling, sensing,

perceiving, judging, and intuiting - - predominately, the dimensions described by Carl

Jung, leave their mark upon the character and function of the brain because the brain is a

repository for experiences, as well (The Mystifying Mind 1991). The mark left by

experience may affect the attitude, the perspective, the behavior, and possibly the traits of

an individual. The dimensions of leadership, consideration and task-structuring, have

been described as attitudinal measurements (Fleishman 1957). The question then is, if

the dimensions of leadership, consideration and task-structuring are attitudes, and

attitudes are marks left upon the character and function of the brain, can we learn

something about leadership by studying the brain, particularly the character of EEG

frequencies which share behaviors of consideration and task-structuring behaviors? Can

this be done without referring to the many notions of leadership?

Thus far , the researchers have followed a conceptual approach; the least we know

about leadership is that it has something to do with consideration and task-structuring.
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Consideration and task-structuring behaviors may have their correlate in brain function.

The study of the EEG frequencies and behaviors such as consideration and task-

structuring behaviors tells us something about leadership.

Had conceptual reasoning been the single justification for this research, it would, at

best be judged as highly speculative. Worse, credit would not be given to the researchers,

historians, and theorists who have pointed toward or suggested this route of inquiry.

Morgan McCall and Michael Lombardo (1978) completed an assessment of the

leadership literature which is now considered a management classic (Wren 1987). The

title of their work, Leadership: Where Else Can We Go?", speaks as much about their

exasperation with the research conducted as with the illusive nature of leadership.

As if to corroborate their findings, James MacGregor Burns writes,

Markedly lacking in work on leadership, in my view, is both empirical and

theoretical follow-up that would explicate, expand, validate, or perhaps invalidate

major works that have been published in the field (Burns 1984, viii).

Burns also suggests an approach to solving the problem:

"The problem is that no field of study calls for more difficult and daring

crossings of disciplinary borders than does the study of leadership (Bums 1984, vii).

Crossing disciplinary borders is not something new for management. Since Chandler

wrote Strategy and Structure in 1962, management has been influenced by critical theory,
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decision theory, agency theory, literary theory, biology, cognitive science, and sociology

to name a few (Lyles 1990; Stubbart 1989).

While management researchers have embraced the other social sciences and the

concepts of the exact sciences, they have avoided the highly technical tools of the exact

sciences. Roberts and Soujanen, in their book, Management and the Brain: An

Integrative Approach to Organizational Behavior, call these studies with the technical

tools, the "biohavioral sciences." Before the 1981 Conference of the Southern

Management Association, they noted that:

Management theory, except for a few articles in the journal literature, and a few

nods in this direction in the textbooks, has virtually ignored the fact that the

biohavioral sciences are moving rapidly into the sciences only recently staked out by
the behavioral sciences: psychology, sociology, and anthropology.... Ignorance of

the literature is one reason why management theory continues to ignore the results of

research. . . During the decade of the fifties, behavioral science material was

integrated into the body of management theory, serving both the theorist and

practitioner better than the "older" principles approach alone had done.... At the

present time, however, many theorists believe the discipline is in good repair and that

its basic content need not be changed ... management theorists are content with the

status quo. There is no need to subject the discipline to continuous, intellectual

account-taking, they contend (Roberts and Soujanen 1981, 205-6).

As McCall and Lombardo (1978) have asked, "Where else can we go?" Burns (1984)

has answered, "to other disciplines," while Roberts and Soujanen (1981) have added, "to

the exact or hard sciences." One area that has been influenced by the biohavioral
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sciences is psychology, and management shares more kinship with this discipline than

any other. Miner's survey (1984) of one hundred top scholars from the Academy of

Management revealed that the most valid and useful management theories come,

overwhelming, from psychology. Another way to look at leadership is to study

organizational behavior (Natemeyer and Gilberg 1989), and organizational behavior is

the psychology of organizations (Daft 1989).

The need to study the cognitive aspects of management and leadership in management

was shown in a 1990 Delphi survey of the Business Policy Division of the Academy of

Management, the Editorial Board of the Strategic Management Journal, and those

actively publishing within the strategy area. In the results, published in an article entitled

"A Research Agenda for Management in the 1990s," strategic cognition and decision-

making are listed as the third most important issue for management research

(Lyles 1990).

The one area of psychology which has benefited greatly by technological advances

and focuses on cognition is electrophysiology. Electrophysiology is concerned with the

electrical aspects of bodily function. "The basic idea behind physiological psychology is

that all actions, feelings, and thoughts are associated with bodily events" (Wade and

Tavris 1987, 21). When electrophysiology is applied to brain function, it is termed "brain

topography," or just "brain-mapping." "Topography" means "the art of drawing maps"

(New webster's encyclopedic dictionary 1969). Brain topography takes

electroencephalographic signals (EEG) and converts them into on-line maps of electrical

activity. Recent advances in micro-circuitry for computing and mapping software have

made electrophysiology a tool for social science research. In 1989, the team of Languis,

Miller, Wilson and Boyle, at Ohio State University, used brain topography to find

significant differences among introverts and extroverts (Wilson 1989). If the team at
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Ohio State University was able to find significant electrophysiological differences

between introverts and extroverts, could EEG frequency differences be discernible

between leader types? Long-standing research suggests behavioral differences correlate

with neurophysiological differences (Eysenck 1976, 1967; Gale and Edwards 1983;

Wilson 1989).

The epistemological justification for a brain study of leadership only corroborates the

conceptual reasoning for a brain study of leadership. The rationale for this research was

to investigate leadership by a new means, to explore leadership with a possibly new tool

for management research, and, it is hoped, to expand the horizons of management

thought.

Research Purpose

For management, there is a need to know more about what leadership is. In 1986, the

Academy of Management released a film entitled, "A Question of Management: A

Historical Perspective," in which the leadership aspect of management was covered. The

current perspective on leadership was still up for debate between the situational approach

and the contingency approach. Although Paul Hersey provided the situational argument

while Fred Fiedler gave the contingency argument, the matter of leadership was left

unresolved (Academy of Management 1986).

Fiedler described this unresolved issue, in a separate article, as the leadership enigma.

In describing why leadership is so elusive to theory and application, he explained that,
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It is commonly observed that personality and circumstances interact to

determine whether a person will become a leader. While it is undoubtedly true, it is

useless unless one can specify how a personality trait will interact with a specific

situation (Fiedler 1969, 208).

Topographic brain-mapping may help to resolve the leadership enigma as described by

Fiedler. Leader-types can be tested without a situation using a non-cognitive condition

called a resting condition. These techniques are described in the literature review and are

detailed in the methodology section.

An Overview of the Methodology

This study was designed to investigate neurophysiological differences among

individuals with differing leadership types. The four leadership types are those described

by the Ohio State Leadership Studies: (1) individuals who score high on both

consideration and task-structuring behaviors [HH]; (2) individuals who score low on

both dimensions [LL]; (3) individuals who score high on consideration but low on task-

structuring behaviors [HC]; and, (4) individuals who score high on task-structuring but

low on consideration behaviors (Stogdill and Coons 1957). The relationship is illustrated

in Figure 1.

Subjects were selected, first, on demographic considerations.

As discussed in the literature review, age, gender, and handedness affect EEG readouts.

Second, all subjects were selected by the nature of their score; those who scored highest

on consideration and task-structuring were selected for the HH quadrant; those with the

lowest scores on the two dimensions were selected for the LL group; those whose scores
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High Consideration and High Task-Structuring

HH

LL

Low Consideration and Low Task-Structuring

FIGURE 1. The Ohio State Leadership Quadrants. From R.M. Stogdill and A.E. Coons,

eds., Leader Behavior, Its Direction and Measurement Location: Bureau of Business

Research, Ohio State University 1957).

showed the greatest difference between consideration and task-structuring behaviors

while still high on consideration and low on task-structuring as determined by the LOQ

norm scale for males were selected for the HC group; and, vice-versa for those selected

for the HS group. Finally, the subjects had to be willing to participate.

Subjects were tested under two resting conditions. These resting conditions -- eyes

open and eyes closed reveal differences in states devoid of task at Alpha and Beta 1

across the entire frontal lobe. These would be called electrophysiological trait differences

which in part are hereditary (Niedermeyer 1993). Following data collection, the data
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analysis and data reduction were performed. This was followed by the interpretation of

results and summary.

The Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ) was used to select and separate groups.

The LOQ is a pencil-and-paper self-report instrument in which subjects make a forced-

choice decision about the most desirable behavior of a leader along the dimensions of

task-structuring and consideration (Fleishman 1957). This instrument was chosen

because, as indicated in the literature review, it is considered one of the most valid and

reliable instruments in the social sciences.

This study began with the administration of the pencil-and-paper LOQ survey, which

was used to locate suitable subjects for topographic brain study. Age, gender, and

handedness affect EEG readings; thus, the target sample was confined to right-handed

males who were 18 to 26 years old. Suitable subjects, in addition to meeting

demographic requirements, had to score in the extremes on the LOQ norm scales for

males.

A survey of sixteen classes at a Southwestern university yielded 293 students to whom

the LOQ test was administered. Of the students surveyed, sixty students were selected

and another sixty qualified as alternates. The group most poorly represented

was the LL group with only nineteen students qualifying. Students who were selected

were mapped in order of their qualifying scores. The scores required to qualify for each

group are shown in Table 1.

Laboratory research was performed using topographic brain-mapping equipment to

determine if baseline EEG patterns could be linked to the psychological data (LOQ).

Sixty-one subjects were mapped: 17 in the HH group; 17 in the HC group; 16 in the HS

group; and, 11 in the LL group. The results from two subjects were dropped due to poor

pre-frontal measurements or subject expectancies. Statistical analysis was performed

using ANOVA for within-groups differences and I-values for between-group differences.
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Table 1. Qualifying Scores for Each Leadership Quadrant

GROUP CONSIDERATION TASK-STRUCTURING

HH Above 57 points Above 55 points

HC Above 57 points Below 38 points

HS Below 42 points Above 55 points

LL Below 42 points Below 38 points

Note: Maximum points on either score is 80.

Limitations and Preliminary Assumptions

By choosing the LOQ as the instrument for selecting and segregating subjects, there

are potential problems inherent to self-reporting instruments. Among them are

authorship and distortion. Data collected using self-reporting instruments can be

distorted due to the instrument's potential to induce socially desirable responses

(Podsakoff and Organ 1986). In this study, these are "subject expectancies." Subject

expectancies can also be a potential problem in the brain-mapping of subjects when

using the LOQ.

One assumption when using the LOQ is that there is no correlation between the

consideration dimension and the task-structuring dimension. The representation of these

dimensions on a perpendicular axis as shown in the Ohio State Behavior Factor

Quadrants (Stogdill and Coons 1957) is based on the assumption that the variables are

uncorrelated (i.e., there is no reciprocal relationship between the two variables, Jackson
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1983). While consideration and task-structuring appear to be discriminable dimensions

of leader behavior, they are clearly not independent (Kerr and Schriesheim 1974).

In a sense, all of the variables stated are assumptions. It is assumed that task-

structuring behaviors and consideration behaviors are surrogates for leadership. It is

assumed that the self-disclosure information is true. It is assumed that all the variables

have been enumerated and properly articulated. The variables under study are shown in

Table 2 and are discussed in the methodology section.

The problem of authorship was lessened by having the candidates fill out the

questionnaires in class and turn them in before leaving. In addition, the students were

observed continuously during the administration of the LOQ. Minimization of subject

expectancies on the paper-and-pencil LOQ was left to the instrument's author; however,

for reasons cited in Chapter II, there is a basis for confidence concerning the reliability

and validity of the LOQ. Subject expectancies during brain-mapping were dealt with by

eliminating the subject from the study group, as occurred in one case.

Disadvantages of correlation between the dimensions were handled by treating each

dimension as though it were independent of the other. By treating each dimension as

independent of the other, results were further enhanced by a cross-validation.

Definition of the Terms

Because management researchers and brain topographers do not "speak the same

language," the definitions provided in this section are particularly important to note in

that some words are used interchangeably in this research.
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Table 2. --The Analysis of Variables

VARIABLE TYPE VA
Independent

Independent 1

Dependent BE

Dependent E

Controlled

Controlled

Controlled Tr

Controlled N

Confounding 

Confounding 

Confoundin

Confounding

Random El

ISURROGATE

Task Structuring

Behaviors

Consideration

Behaviors

Wave Peak

Amplitude

Wave Peak

Frequency

Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Self-Disclosure

EEG Artifacts

EEG Artifacts

EEG Artifacts

EEG Artifacts

EEG Artifacts

EEG Artifacts

I
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Action potential is "a localized electrical charge in membrane permeability that is

propagated along a neuron or muscle fiber" (McGuigan 1979, 109); as in evoked

potential or event-related potential.

Alpha is a rhythmic brain wave of 7.5-12.0 hertz (Hz) which is typically produced

during relaxed states. Hertz is a unit of frequency equal to one cycle per second.

(Andreassi, 1980).

Baseline is "a steady, standard, normal condition such as when the subject is in a

relative state of tranquillity" (McGuigan 1979, 109); here, the baseline is the

resting condition, the eyes-open state and the eyes-closed state.

Beta is an irregular brain wave of 12.5-31.0 hertz (Hz) which is common when

engaged in physical activity (Andreassi 1980) and is also associated with

cognitive activation. The overall Beta frequency is subdivided into five

categories for data analysis: Beta I is 12.5-16.0 Hz; Beta II is 16.5-20.0 Hz; Beta

III is 20.5-24.0 Hz; Beta IV is 24.5-28.0 Hz; and, Beta V is 28.5-31.0 Hz.

Brain electrical activity is fluctuating electrical potentials generated by nerve

cells in the brain which summate and penetrate the scalp where they are recorded

as scalp electroencephalograms (Spehlman 1981).

Consideration behaviors are job relationships with subordinates that include

mutual trust, respect for ideas, consideration of their others' feelings, and a certain

warmth between individuals. High scores indicate good rapport and two-way
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communication; low scores indicate that individuals may be impersonal in their

relationships with other group members (Fleishman 1989).

Contingency Theory of Leadership is "F. Fiedler's proposition that attributes

leadership success to the degree to which the leader and his authority are accepted

by subordinates; to the degree to which authority is provided for the leader's

position; and the degree to which tasks to be accomplished are simple or

complex" (Banki 1981, 222).

Delta is a rhythmic large-amplitude, low-frequency brain wave of 0.5 and 4.0

hertz (Hz) (Andreassi 1980).

Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a complex record of electrical charges generated

by nerve cells and recorded as four frequency bands, spindles, spikes, and sources

of noise (Metalis 1986). The electrical activity is collected in standard locations

over the scalp according to the International 10-20 system of electrode placement

(Jasper 1958). The brain waves are measured in amplitude in microvolts, by

frequency in Hertz (Hz) and by latency in milliseconds (ms) (Wilson 1989).

Fourier Transform or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) breaks down a time-series

signal (EEG) mathematically into constituent frequency components (e.g., Delta,

Theta, Alpha, and Beta, (Wong 1991)) and is used here for processing data from

the resting conditions.
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Great Man Theory holds, in essence, that the most significant cultural, social,

political, economic, technological, etc. .. , ideas, trends and developments are

influenced by those occupying leadership positions" (Banki 1981, 346).

Hertz is the international unit of frequency equal to one cycle per

second; abbreviated Hz (New webster's encyclopedic dictionary 1969, 853)

Initiating structure behaviors reflects how an individual is likely to define and

structure his or her own role and those of subordinates in the organization. High

scores characterize individuals who play active roles in directing group activities

by planning, communicating information, scheduling, criticizing, trying out new

ideas, and so forth. Low scores indicate individuals who are likely to be inactive

in giving directions in these ways (Fleishman 1989).

Leader is "an individual who by virtue of his power, influence, authority, office,

status, prestige, knowledge, personal qualities, or group acceptance formally or

informally exercises the right, function, and responsibilities of leading, directing,

or controlling others" (Banki, 1981, 428).

Leader behavior "refers to specific acts in which a leader engages while directing

and coordinating the work of his or her group" (Natemeyer and Gilberg 1989,

207).
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Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire. FORM 12 (LBDO-12) is a research

tool on which employees can rate their supervisor on various qualities.

Completion of the questionnaire requires approximately twenty minutes

(Banki 1981).

Leadership is "a complex quality and system of interpersonal relationships which

consist of all theories, methods, acts, and processes of planning, initiating,

organizing, directing, influencing, guiding, motivating and controlling attitudes,

behavior patterns, and activities of individuals and/or groups toward the

attainment of some particular interests, goals, or objectives by any available

means" (Banki 1981, 428).

Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOO) is a "15-minute long self-administering

and self-scoring [training] questionnaire [which] is designed to identify and

evaluate the way supervisors or prospective supervisors believe they should

employ 'considerate' or 'structure' (production) oriented leadership methods"

(Banki 1981, 429).

Leadership style "refers to the underlying needs of the leader that motivate his [or

her] behavior. In other words, in addition to performing the task, what personal

needs is the leader attempting to satisfy?" (Natemeyer and Gilberg 1989, 208).

Situational Theory is "a leadership theory proposing that leadership is dependent

upon various situational factors, such as personality, needs, attitudes, and

expectations of the leader and his followers, the nature of the goal to be reached
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and the environmental conditions in which leader-follower interactions take

place" (Banki 1981, 624).

Systems approach is "the overall, macroscopic treatment of biological, social,

organizational, or societal systems. It is also referred to as 'systems view"'

(Banki 1981, 657).

Theta is a rhythmic brainwave of 4.5-8.0 hertz (Hz) (Andreassi 1980). Theta

activity has been associated with times of creativity, shifts of perspective, and

sudden insights. Centrally located Theta has been associated with a readiness-to-

learn (Kolb and Wishaw 1985).

Topographic Brain Mapping is the converting of brain electrical activity to a

color visual display similar to a meteorological isotherm map (the colorful

weather map as seen in newspapers; Languis and Wittrock 1986). Signals are

measured at discrete time intervals and interpolated generating color maps that

portray variations in scalp distribution of EEG and evoked potential activity

(Miller 1989): An application of electrophysiology; also referred to as "brain

electrical activity mapping" ("brain-mapping" for short), brain topography,"

"brain topography," "quantitative EEG," and "computerized EEG."

Trait Theory is "a leadership theory that proposes that success in the leader-

follower interactions is dependent upon or closely related to personality traits or

characteristics of the leader" (Banki 1981, 680).
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Tranformational Leader is one who can impose major changes on an organization in a

top-down fashion (Daft 1989).

An Overview of Results

Although this study provides methodological significance, the results suggest greater

significance for management policy. When Fred Fiedler stated that it is easier to change

the situation than the leader's personality (Academy of Management 1986), he actually

understated the difference. The LOQ, used is this study as the discriminal instrument, is

an attitude assessment survey (Fleishman 1957). An attitude is defined as a fairly stable

opinion containing a cognitive element and an emotional element (Wade and Tavris

1987). Statistically significant differences, discovered in this study in the resting

conditions, go to the very threshold of cognition; meaning, they are deeper than

attitudinal differences and more akin to trait differences. Knowing that a leader's attitude

is more or less fixed would make a difference in setting policy, and from policy cascades

the rules and regulations of an organization.

The results of this study revealed basic electrophysiological trait differences based on

the attitude assessment measure, LOQ. Statistically significant differences were revealed

in the resting states, the very threshold of cognition. The most striking differences of

leader types were across the frontal lobes in the Alpha (7.5-12 Hz) and Beta 1 (12.5-16

Hz) bands for the resting conditions. The Alpha band is associated with relaxation and

creativity, whereas Beta 1 is associated with initial cognitive processing.

Along with population comparisons, group results may be interpreted by electrical

energy expenditure. Population comparisons are used to compare group norms to norms

based on age. Norms based on age have been established for the resting states and the

auditory event-related potential.
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Research implications focus on the contingency versus the situational approach to

leadership. Research implications suggest that the Contingency Model, as propounded by

]Fiedler, is more appropriate. The leader's personality, anchored by deep

electrophysiological differences, would seem more difficult to change than the situation.

Summary and Organization

In this chapter, the problem of leadership research is likened to the Gordian Knot of

Greek legend. The problem is explored via conceptual reasoning and from an

epistemological standpoint. An approach to "untying the Leadership Knot" and its

significance is presented.

The following subjects are introduced in this chapter: (1) why the least thing we know

to be true about leadership is consideration and task-structuring behaviors; (2) why the

Leadership Opinion Questionnaire is a valid and reliable instrument for measuring the

two dimensions of leadership; and, (3) why the means to measure consideration and task-

structuring as neurophysiological correlates are now available to researchers.

Chapter II contain a review of related literature. Research questions are articulated

and predilections toward outcomes are expressed as the hypothesis. In the methodology,

presented in Chapter III, procedures and protocol for testing the hypothesis are specified.

The results from the methodology are detailed, as applied, in Chapter IV. Finally, a

discussion, which includes implications and applications of the research and the agenda

for future research, is provided in Chapter V.



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Focus of the Literature Review

As stated in Chapter I, the least thing known to be true about leadership has something

to do with consideration for subordinates and the ability to superintend a task. An

explanation of why this seems true is and the development of the instrument to measure

these two qualities are discussed in this chapter.

If the brain truly is the repository of memory and the location where the body

summarizes all activities, leadership behaviors could be expected to have their

neurophysiological correlations within the brain. This chapter, includes an explanation of

how these neurophysiological correlations are made.

A hypothesis which focuses the research efforts is then articulated. In the final part of

the literature review the implications for leadership theory of possible outcomes are

addressed. In this chapter, the major schools of current leadership theory are explained.

The hypothesis is more to expose predilections than to predict outcomes.

Leadership From A Multi-Disciplinary Perspective

Leadership is a concept, and concepts are not measurable. Because concepts cannot

be measured, they are ascribed surrogates. As Shartle (1950) reviewed the leadership

20
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literature from many disciplines, the same is done here. Because this overview is

provided more. Leadership theories are summarized by category in Table 3.

A Psychoanalytic View of Leadership

The psychoanalytic view of leadership comes from psychiatry. Favorite interpretations

symbolize the leader as a father figure, a source of both love and fear, an outlet for

frustrations and destructive aggressions of followers, a fair distributor of love and

affection among followers, and the embodiment of the superego (Wolman 1971). The

focus is on the psychic structure and conscious patterns (Hill 1984). Psychoanalysts use a

bottom-up approach to leadership theory in much the same vein as Chester Bernard.

Authority-from-below theory is more a manner of speaking than a fact. The proof of this

proposition lies in instances where a group rejects management's representative in favor

of its own candidate, a situation which is so rare that it becomes the exception which

proves the rule (Uris 1986).

Leadership as viewed by historians

The traditional "Great Man in History" Approach is out of favor with historians today.

In its place stands the study of masses of people which seeks to give a voice to the "dark

masses" -- the peasants, workers, and minorities who have remained nameless throughout

the pages of history (Mazlish 1984).

Environmental Theories of Leadership

Leadership requires the emergence of a great leader. It is a matter of time, place or

circumstance (Hook 1943; Mumford 1909; Spiller 1929; Murphy 1941).
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Table 3.--Leadership Theories By Category

TYPE OF THEORY THEORISTS/AUTHORS

Psychoanalytic views of leadership.......Wolman 1971; Hill 1984

Historical views of leadership..........Burns 1978; Mazlish 1984

Environmental theories of leadership Hook 1943; Mumford 1909; Murphy

1941; Spiller 1929

Personal-situational leadership

Leader role theory............... Homans 1950

Role attainment theory............Stogdill 1959

Reinforced change theory..........Bass 1960

Path-goal theory................Georgopoulos, Mahoney, and Jones 1957

Contingency theory..............Fiedler 1967

Multiple screen model............Fiedler and Leister 1977

Humanistic theories of leadership........Argyris 1957; McGregor 1960;

Blake and Mouton 1964; Hersey and

Blanchard 1969

Exchange theories of leadership.........Jacob 1971

Behavioral theories of leadership........Davis and Luthans 1979

Political science view of leadership......Paige 1977; Kellerman 1984

Attribution Theory of Leadership Calder 1977; Weiss 1977; Mitchell Larson

and Green 1977

Human problem-solving leadership......Lord 1976

Systems analysis view of leadership......Katz and Kahn 1966; Bass 1976

Rational-Deductive View of Leadership....... Vroom and Yetton 1974
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Personal-Situational Theory of Leadership

Leadership is a conjunction. Three factors are involved: (1) the personal traits of the

leader; (2) the nature of the group and its members; and, (3) the event (change or

problem) confronting the group (Cass 1933).

Interaction-Expectation Theories of Leadership

Leader Role Theory

Leadership is defined in terms of orientation of interaction in the interplay of three

forces. The three forces are action, interaction, and sentiments (Homans 1950).

Role Attainment Theory

Leadership involves initiation and maintenance of structure. The leadership potential

of any individual is defined by the extent to which he or she initiates and maintains

structure in interactions and expectations (Stogdill 1959).

Reinforced Change Theory

Leadership is viewed as observed effort. Leadership is the observed effort of one

member to change the motivation and understanding of other members or to change

their behavior (Bass 1960).
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Path-Goal Theory

Leadership involves guiding perceptions. The leader can determine the followers'

perceptions of reward and their paths (behaviors) through which reward is obtained

(Georgopoulos, Mahoney, and Jones 1957).

Contingency Theory

This is one of Fielder's theories. It is discussed in detail further in this chapter.

Multiple Screen Model

Various factors block and screen the relation between leader intelligence and

group performance. When leaders are highly motivated and have experienced

good leader-boss relationships, then there is a strong relationship between good

leader-group relationships (Fiedler and Leister 1977).

Humanistic Theories of Leadership

Leadership involves growth and potential. It modifies the organization to provide

freedom for individuals to realize their potential and at the same time to contribute toward

the accomplishments of organizational goals (Argyris 1957; McGregor 1960; Blake and

Mouton 1964; Hersey and Blanchard 1969).
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Exchange Theories of Leadership

Leadership is a social exchange. It is an individual's unique contribution to the

group's goal attainment in return for status and esteem satisfaction (Jacob 1971).

Behavioral Theories of Leadership

Leadership is derived from studies of animal behavior. Leaders do not directly cause

subordinate behavior; they merely set the occasion or provide a stimulus for the

evocation of subordinate behavior (Davis and Luthans 1979).

Leadership from a Political Science Perspective

Leadership is the process by which one individual consistently exerts more impact

than others on the nature and direction of group activity. Political leadership establishes

the general organizational context (Kellerman 1984). Patterns of leadership are written

as:

PLBI-K= F(P,R,O, T, V,S)+e

where PLB = political leader behavior;

I-K = range of identifiable variables;

P,R,O,T,V,S = six anticipatory variables; and

e = error variance
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Perceptual and Cognitive Theories

Attribution Theory

Leadership is viewed as a study of how the term is used and assumptions about the

development and nature of leadership (Calder 1977). Ratings by observers and

subordinates are biased by their own and different social realities (Mitchell, Larson

and Green 1977; Weiss 1977).

Leadership as Human Problem-Solving

The leader is the one who devotes the most effort to developing orientation and

definition of the problem for a group when task structure is lacking (Lord 1976).

Systems Analysis

A group is viewed as an open system. Both leaders and followers can import

information. Directive leaders import information alone (Katz and Kahn 1966;

Bass 1976).

Rational-Deductive Approach to Leadership.

Leaders are directive when they are certain and participative when they are not. This

approach is derived pragmatically (Vroom and Yetton 1974).
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Kellerman, in her book, Leadership: Multidisciplinary Perspectives, states that as of

yet there is no critical mass on leadership (Kellerman 1984). As shown in Table 4, there

is in fact a critical mass of the leadership literature. The components of this critical mass

have names -- task-structuring behaviors and consideration behaviors.

The Dimensions of Leadership

Because leadership is a concept and concepts are not measurable, they are ascribed

constructs which are measurable (Spence 1991). The surrogates for leadership, called the

dimensions of leadership, are the behaviors of task-structuring and consideration.

As shown in Table 4, the findings from a substantial body of research suggest that

there are two dimensions of leadership. Bass conjectures that although investigators use

a variety of terms to describe the two dimensions, and although the terms are not fully

overlapping in the way they are defined, general correlations are high among those

described in one way or another as the "leader or task focused" ways involving initiating

structure. For example, leaders who are described as autocratic or authoritarian (Lewin

and Lippit 1938) are also be described as directive (Heller 1969; Bass and Barret 1981),

"Theory X" (McGregor 1978), coercive and persuasive (Bass 1960), concerned with

production (Blake and Mouton 1964), lone decision makers (Vroom and Yetton 1974),

initiators of structure (Fleishman 1957), production-centered (Likert 1961), goal

emphasizers, work facilitators (Bowers and Seashore 1966), and task-oriented (Fiedler

1967).

Similarly, a second relatively independent "follower-focused" cluster are overlaps

consideration for followers (Bass 1990). These clusters are better known by the terms

consideration behaviors and task-structuring behaviors. Consideration
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Table 4.- The Two Dimensions of Leadership

YEA R and SOURCE WORK-RELA TED CONCEPT PERS( N-REL ATED

1938; Lewin and Lippirt Authoritaiian; autocratic
1949; Nelson Directive, regulative and

manipulative
1950; Katz, Mazcoly and Morse Production centered
1951; Hemphill, Seigel and Initiating structure

Westie
1957; Fleishmantit.........

............ ~o~ucLion emphasis1957; Ohio State Studies Initiating Structure
1958; Tannenbaurn and Schmidt Authoritarian
1958; Kahn Path-Goal Structunng
1958; Bales Work-onented relations
1960; Cartwright and Zander Goal achievement onented
1960; ~ Kit Theory K
1960; Bass Coercive nersuasiv

9;'&J. UKI Desion cenraizaioonshiat

1974;e BI F. Anderss s TandStiondi'scdptike e ep,3rd, d.upwpor
1974 Bae ss, Valnz a D rewtve ngate, G.pewrsuaiv Cnlaiem ticiativean

1974;Vror (andas YeXo B Ais (decisions C,979).sins

Democratic

Employee-centered
Considerate

Employee emphasis
consideration

Democratic
Direct need satisfaction
Human rehajons oriented
Group maintenance oriented
Theory Y
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behaviors, as defined by Fleishman (1989), are behaviors reflecting the extent to which

individuals are likely to have job relationships with subordinates that are characterized by

feelings of mutual trust, respect for their' ideas, consideration of others' feelings, and a

certain warmth between leaders and their subordinates. Task-structuring behaviors, as

defined by Fleishman, are the extent to which individuals are likely to define their role

and those of their subordinates toward goal attainment (Fleishman 1989).

In summary, what is known to be true in the realm of social science comes by way of

confirmation, and confirmation comes through replication or coinciding results. The

compilation of research to suggest two dimensions of leadership spans years and

numerous research groups (Bass 1990). For this reason, these two dimensions are

believed to be the true qualities of leadership.

Another approach to defining the leadership dimensions was taken by R. A. Miller in

1973. Miller pooled the 160 items from nine leadership instruments into 73 non-

duplicative items and then collected data again from some 300 respondents. Miller then

ran factor analysis on the data, first stipulating a two-factor solution, then a three-factor

solution, and on down to a 12-factor solution. His results are shown in Figure 2. As

shown, the two-factor solution was presented as consideration and structure (Bass 1990).

A different approach was taken by Fisher in 1987. Fisher applied a meta analysis to

530 results of 80 studies to understand leader effectiveness. Leader effectiveness

included job performance, subordinate satisfaction, and job stress. In general, Fisher

found that the pattern of true mean correlations across criteria indicated that both

consideration and initiating structure were positively correlated with leader effectiveness.

Relationships between consideration and subordinate satisfaction were particularly

strong. All three variables were situationally specific.
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Although as mentioned, the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ) is but one of

nine instruments for assessing leaders' behavior, it is also the oldest and most popular

instrument for assessing leaders' behavior. The LOQ has stood the test of time and the

criticisms raised. It has been refined and fine-tuned over the years, and a large body of

corroborating research has been amassed (Fleishman 1989).

The history of the LOQ can be traced to 1945 when Carroll L. Shartle organized the

Ohio State Leadership Studies. J. K. Hemphill at the University of Maryland joined

Shartle's group later that year. Hemphill and his associates had developed a list of

approximately 1,800 items to describe various aspects of leader behavior. Staff members

of the Ohio State group sorted these items into nine hypothetical subscales. Several

factor-analytic studies of interim intercorrelations by Halpin and Winer (1957) produced

two factors identified by Hemphill as consideration and initiation of structure in

interaction. Factor analysis of intercorrelations between subscale scores also tended to

yield two factors, and occasionally two weaker factors. These factors are shown in Table

5. The items and subscales composed of these items measured two various patterns of

behavior rather than nine, as originally hypothesized (Bass 1981).

Table 5.--Common Variance By the Four Factors
Factor Number Factor Designation Per Cent of Common

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ Variance

~k . sc e r to i.49;6 . .............. .....
II Initiating Structure 33.6

IV Sensitivity 7.0
(Social Awareness)

Source: A. W. Halpin and B. J. Winer. "A Factorial Study of the Leader Behavior

Description in R.M. Stogdill's and A. C. Coons (eds.) Leader Behavior : It's Description

and Measurement. (Columbus: The Ohio State University, College of Administrative

Services), 1957.
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Halpin and Winer's factorial study used the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire

(LBDQ), an instrument which complements the LOQ with subordinates' description of

their leader's behavior. The study originally involved military air crews, about 300

personnel of the United States Air Force. The 150 items were reduced by 20 items which

seemed inappropriate to the air crew situation, and the 9 keys were reformatted to 8 keys

as shown in Table 6.

Table 6.-- Original and Modified Dimensions for Factorial Stud

Original Dimension Modified Dimensions

Initiation Initiative
C om m un.............................tio................................ C onununkatiun....................................................

Organization Organization

Production Pmhssapast es roducionn fmtvtn h rwt eea

Fraternization Membership .be.... .e.sitvity,...s...a

Representation Leadership Qualities

Source: A.W. Halpin and B.J. Winer. "A Factorial Study of the Leader Behavior

Description, in R.M. Stogdill's and A.C. Coons (eds.) Leader Behavior: It's

Description and Measurement. (Columbus: The Ohio State University, College of

Administrative Services), 1957.

Production emphasis appears to measure a manner of motivating the crew to generally

greater activity by emphasizing the mission, or the job to be done. Sensitivity, or social

awareness, appears to measure the commander's sensitivity to and awareness of
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social interrelationships and pressures existing both inside and outside the crew. It may

represent behaviors referred to in the expression, "sizing up the situation" (Halpin and

Winer 1957).

Edwin A. Fleishman (1957), building upon the results of the Air Force Leader

Behavior Description items, devised the LOQ, a tool to assess leaders' attitudes.

Respondent were instructed to indicate what they thought he/she should do in

relationships with their work group, not what they found themselves actually doing. In

other words, the LOQ asked respondents to indicate the most desirable behaviors.

Fleishman (1957) measured the instrument's reliability with Halpin and Winer's

study using split-half reliability estimates. Results of Fleishman's efforts are shown in

Table 7. Fleishman, like Halpin and Winer, dropped the two weaker factors.

The LOQ has changed very little over the years. The original LOQ used one-word

answers. Today, some of the answers have been expanded to phrases. For instance, the

word "seldom" has been replaced by the words, "once in a while" (Fleishman 1957

1989).

Table 7. --Split-Half Reliability Estimates of Fleishman's Study

Factor Number Factor Designation Estimates In Percent

II Initiating Structure .73

IV Sensitivity .33
(Social Awareness)

Source: E. A. Fleishman "The Leadership Opinion Questionnaire," in R.M. Stogdill's and

A. C. Coons (eds.) Leader Behavior : Its Description and Measurement. (Columbus: The

Ohio State University, College of Administrative Services), 1957.
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What makes the LOQ even more credible is its correlations with other psychological

instruments. Relevant correlations are shown in Table 8, which provide the LOQ with

epistemological validity. Further, they are important in hypothesis development.

Table 8.--Correlations of LOQ Scales with Personality Measures
Sample Personality Measure Consideration Task-Structuring

236 School Administrators Maudisey Personality Questionnaire (Eysenck)

Neuroticism 20** 05
Introversion-Extroversion -01 17**

**Significant at .01 level

Source E. A. Fleishman. The Leadership Opinion Ouestionnaire (LOO): Examiner's

Manual, Revised edition ( Park Ridge IL: Science Research Associates), 1989.

If there is a center of mass to the leadership literature, it is, that by the common ascent

and by the compilation of corroboratory research, there are two dimensions of leadership

-- one best described as consideration, and the other best described by the term task-

structuring. Considering Miller's (1973) factor analysis, Fisher's (1987) meta analysis,

and the history of the LOQ, the literature reviewed suggests that LOQ is a valid and

reliable instrument for measuring those leadership qualities.

As stated in the introductory chapter, the least thing known to be true about leadership

was that it had something to do with consideration for subordinates and the ability to

superintend a task. The second thing which could be said about leadership is that it is

performed by people who have brains. At this point, the literature turns toward that

science which will measure the physiological correlations of " consideration" and " task-

structuring," and describe how it is done.
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Every Science Has Its Metaphor

The term brain topography often conjures up visions of dreadful complexity, high-

order mathematics, and a quandary of anatomical and technological terminology.

However, it does not have to be! Reading Images of Organization by the renowned

organizational theorist Gareth Morgan (1989), one realizes that every science is, more or

less, a metaphor surrounded by "shop talk." In other words, the concepts of a discipline,

whether they be dynamical or organizational concepts, can be likened to something

outside the discipline that is evident to anyone. From this theoretical foundation, a

language is created to discuss and describe this new understanding.

The metaphor for brain topography is water. Electrophysiological measures focus on

the electrical aspects of the brain, and a primary model of electricity is water (The New

Illustrated Encyclopedia of Science and Invention 1989). Water has current, so does

electricity.

A body of water can be described as having swift-moving currents or slow-moving

currents. In brain topography, the speed of the currents is called "latencies." A body of

water can be described as having waves; in brain topography, the waves are called Delta,

Theta, Alpha, and Beta, respectively. Waves are said to crest in feet. In brain

topography, wave crests are measured in microvolts. A "depth reading" in brain

topography is measured as amplitude and the speed of the current is measured in hertz as

frequency. In brain topography, Delta waves are the slowest-moving waves and Beta

waves are the fastest.

Morgan (1987) who mentions the one-sidedness of a metaphor, emphasizes that no

metaphor can fully explain the nature of something else. With brain topography, the

metaphor of water may describes topographic measurements but cannot fully describe the

electrophysiological phenomena. Brain topographers know that the principles of
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electricity apply, as well, to electrophysiology. Cells are in a state of constant chemical

reactivity. There is a continuous giving and receiving of electrons involving two types of

energy: potential energy which is energy of position, and kinetic energy which is energy

of motion. This exchange of electrons creates the potential energy and that, the potential,

is a unit of measure for brain topographic equipment (Milnarich 1958; Morgan 1987).

A way to describe the displacement of potential energy around the brain might be to

imagine a battery at the base of the skull with wires extending above and below. The

dipole (negative lead) faces forward while the volume currents (positive lead) faces

rearward. Axial currents are created by the wires below, and above, at the top of the

skull, create a magnetic flux field. This created magnetic flux field is similar to the

electrical activity of the brain (Wong 1991).

In summary, brain electrical activity can be described by many metaphors. Each

metaphor describes one aspect of the phenomena, but no single metaphor can describe it

in. However, knowing the metaphor for a phenomena provides some insight. Now the

discussion turns toward a more formal definition of brain topography.

An Introduction to Brain Topography

In this section introduces brain topography is introduced. Brain topography is the

conversion of brain electrical activity to a visual color display from EEG signals which

are measured in discrete time-intervals and are interpolated (Languis and Wittrock 1986).

Historically, electroencephalographers have taken the squiggly lines of EEGs and

visualized patterns within the brain. Because EEG signals are read from a limited

number of locations on the skull, the computer colors-in the map to make it appear as if

all the electrical activity of the brain is represented.
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The electrical activity of the brain is very faint. Fainter than the activity of the human

heart, the strength of an evoked brain field lies somewhere between brain "noise" and

instrument noise, as shown in Table 9. Brain noise is the spontaneous activity of the

brain; something which occurs naturally and constantly (Wong 1991). To call this

activity noise is often a matter of describing something which is not interpretable, or it

can be a matter of something which detracts from what is trying to be observed. The

evoked brain fields are the cerebral responses to stimuli, (e.g., auditory, visual, or

somatosensory; Wong 1991).

Table 9.--Relative Strengths of Brain Electrical Activity

Tesla.Magnetic Field Cited

1:....... 

.....
E 

.. 

at.i.....1.0e-7

1.Oe-7

Itn.in .. :g ~os
1.Oe-9

1.0e-11 Human Eye

1.0e-13 Evoke Brain Fields
I..U..14........:....:.....:..:. N oise

Source: P. Wong. Introduction to Brain Topography. (New York: Plenum Press), 1991.

The faint EEG signal is made detectable by a method of superimposition that has

been employed in early radar systems. By superimposing the same image upon the

screen many times per second, background noise is washed out and the recurring signal
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becomes more apparent. Microprocessor technology was the most significant

development to move EEG cartography from a medical research tool to a diagnostic tool

of medicine and into the social sciences (Etevenon 1986). Today, anyone with a

powerful Macintosh computer can record their own brain waves for less than $1,000

(Nathan 1992).

The added-value of topography over traditional EEG concerns the quantity of

information and the format in which it is presented. Traditional EEG, under normal

circumstances, is not appreciated by the naked eye. There is simply too much data.

Topography puts it in a format that is conceptually useful (Wong 1991).

Brain topography reveals four main types of waves - Delta. Theta, Alpha, and Beta.

The waves are measured in Hertz, or vibrations per second, as shown in Table 10. Each

wave is also characterized by its interpretation to brain function. For analysis, Beta

waves are broken down even further: Beta I as 13.5-16 Hz; Beta 2 as 16.5-20 Hz; Beta 3

as 20.5-24 Hz; and, Beta 4 as 28.0-31.0 Hz.

Table 10.--Brain Waves and Their Interpretation

Brain Wave Class Frequency Interpretation

Delta 0.5-4 Hz Changes in Consciousness

Alpha 8.5-12 Hz Relaxation and

Creativeness

Sources: F. J. McGulgan. Psychophysiological Measurement of Covert Behavior: A

Guide for the Laboratory. (Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum Associates), 1979; J. R. Hughes. EEG

in Clinical Practice. (Boston: Butterworth Publishers), 1982; B. Kolb and I. Q. Wishaw.

Fundamentals of Human Neurophysiology. (New York: Freeman Press), 1985.
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These brain waves are measured at selected sites over the cortical area of the Brain as

shown in Figure 3. The sites are known as the International 10-20 System and are used to

assure standardization of results and to make verification of results easier.

The first three tests given to the leadership subjects are very common to brain

topography: eyes-open resting condition, eyes-closed resting condition, and the auditory

evoked potential. In fact, these tests are so standardized that the norms reside within the

topographic software.

Speculation On How Outcomes Might Affect Leadership Theory

Thus far, the literature reviewed has provided a description of the dimensions of

leadership, and a tool to explore these dimensions. Though testing is detailed in the

methodology, some of the more complex issues of the brain topography have been

described.

While the research addresses the least thing known to be true about leadership [the

two dimensions], the research results may have applications for current leadership theory.

In other words, an examination of the leadership basics by another means may lend

support to one side or the other in the debate over what has been described as the

leadership enigma (Fiedler 1969). At this point, current leadership theory is reviewed,

followed by possible outcomes of the testing performed.

The most current era of leadership, according to the Academy of Management (1986),

is called the systems approach and two subheadings, the contingency approach, and the

situational approach. Fiedler (1969) describes the contingency approach as matching the
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Figure 3. The International 10-20 System for Electrode Placement

Source: M. A. Wilson. A Topographic Brain Study of Differences in Brain Electrical

Activity Patterns Between Introverted and Extroverted High School Ma.(Columbus :

The Ohio State University, Ph.D. diss.), 1989.
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leader's personality to the situation. Further, he adds that all of his years of research have

shown that it is easier to change the situation than the leader's personality. Hersey

describes the situational approach as matching folks in different aspects of their life. The

Academy of Management leaves the matter unresolved. Progress, however, has been

made in leadership theory; academy members have narrowed the leadership debate to

two theories from among all the many leadership theories described earlier (Academy of

Management 1986).

Researchers have etched out the leadership debate and have published numerous

articles describing what the authors think is the contingency approach and the situational

approach. In order to better describe these two approaches and to expand more fully

Hersey's (1980) and Fiedler's (1976) positions, the approaches are elaborated upon.

Situational Approach

Hersey states:

According to Situational Leadership Theory, as the level of

task maturity of the follower increases, the leader should begin to reduce task

behavior and increase relationship behavior. This should be done until the individual

reaches a moderate level of maturity. As the follower moves into an above-average

level of maturity, the leader appropriately decreases not only the task behavior but

relationship behavior as well. At this point, the follower is not only mature in terms

of the task but is psychologically mature.

Since the follower can provide his or her own "strokes" and reinforcement, great

socio-emotional support from the leader is no longer necessary. People at this level
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of maturity see a reduction of close supervision and an increase in delegation by the

leader as a positive indication of trust and confidence. The Situational Leadership

Theory focuses on the appropriateness or effectiveness of leadership styles according

to the task level maturity of follower(s) (Hersey and Stinson 1980, 101).

Contingency Approach

Fiedler states:

In essence, this theory holds that the effectiveness of a group or organization

depends upon the interaction between the leader's personality and the situation.

Specifically, we have to match the leader's motivational structure (that is the goals to

which he gives highest priority) with the degree to which the situation gives the

leader control and influence over the outcomes of a situation. Let me, however,

strongly emphasize that we are here talking about different priorities of goals. We are

not speaking about leader behaviors.... The other major factor in this theory is

defined by 'situational favorableness' that basically indicates the degree to which the

leader has control and influence and, therefore, feels that he can determine the

outcome of the situation. We generally measure situational favorableness on the basis

of three subscales: leader-member relations, task structure, and position power. The

leader has more control and influence if (1) his members support him, (2) he knows

exactly what to do, and (3) the organization gives him the means to reward and

punish his subordinates. The crucial question then is to determine the specific
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situations under which various types of leaders perform best" (Fiedler, Vroom and

Argyris 1976, 10).

Presented here are the key positions on the leadership debate. Volumes of research

exist which corroborate, dispute, criticize, or support each of these theories (Bass 1990).

The purpose has only been to state these positions in their most accurate accounting. The

concern is focused on how this research affects these viewpoints: How do the underlying

assumptions of these theories compare with the electrophysiological test to be

administered?

For clarification, when Hersey (1980) uses the terms task behavior and relationship

behavior, his references are to task-structuring behavior, and consideration behavior,

respectively. Knowing that the situational approach was originally called the Life Cycle

Theory of Leadership may provide further clarity (Hersey, Blanchard, and Hambleton

1980). In essence though, Hersey is describing a change in leader behavior, whereas

Fiedler(1976) specifically states that the issue is not about leader behavior. Bass puts the

issue succinctly by asking, "Is leader behavior changeable?" (Bass 1990).

Traits Approach

The previous discussion of situational versus the contingency approach may describe

the current issue in leadership theory but, as mentioned, it carries with it many

assumptions. First, both are prescriptive theories, and prescriptive theory is derived from

descriptive theory. Second, the debate of the situational versus contingency approach is

exclusively in the realm of management theory. This realm excludes viable theories from

other disciplines. In particular, the Trait Theory may be obsolete in management, but not
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in other disciplines. Why did management dispense with the Trait Theory? To quote

Bass,

By now it is fair to say that every procedure known to the

social science in general has been applied to the study of

leadership. Included have been autobiographical analysis,

biographical analysis, case studies, news records, an analysis

of speeches, biodata analysis, studies of communication

patterns, autologs and observer logs of leaders' activities,

ratings by observers, superiors, peers, subordinates, and

clients, judgments of verbal protocols, and individual

interviews (Bass 1981, 39).

Bass concludes:

The trait approach was not enough for understanding

leadership. Above and beyond personal attributes

of consequence, the situation could make a difference (Bass 1981, 407).

What Bass said may have been true in 1981. However, the pace of science and

technology has not allowed the Trait Theory to be dismissed.

Why management abandoned the trait approach may be viewed from another

perspective: the trait approach preceded the technology and science to sustain it. Early

trait theorists in management attempted to explain leadership on the basis of inheritance

(Wiggams 1931; Woods 1913). They were influenced by Galton's (1869) study of the
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hereditary background of great men. Given the time period, studies of hereditary

influence were limited to inference. Had Galton, Woods, and Wiggams commenced their

studies in the 1950s, they would have known from the "Waring Blender Experiment" that

DNA is the transmitter of inherited characteristics. Had they commenced their studies in

1990, they would have seen the Human Genome Project begin. The goal of the Human

Genome Project is to map all the genes in the human body (Brownlee and Silberner

1992). In essence, the trait approach, based on inheritance was curtailed by the

technology of the time. The trait approach sought hereditary clues to good leadership

along with leader behaviors. It was abandoned by management theorists.

The importance of reviewing the trait approach relates to possible outcomes of this

research. Differences among the four groups of leadership types (HH, HS, HC, and LL)

in the resting conditions would be, if statistically significant, interpreted as differences in

electrophysiological traits. Here the term trait is defined as "a descriptive characteristic

of an individual, assumed to be stable across situations" (Wade and Tavris 1987, G-14).

This definition is entirely consistent with the trait approach in management whose list of

leader characteristics includes extroversion, self-confidence, strength of conviction, drive

for responsibility, persistence against obstacles, cooperativeness, popularity, and

sociability, among others (Bass 1981).

Correlation between classical trait theory and eletrophysiological traits can be

understood by examining what was originally meant by traits. A list of what was defined

as traits in leadership trait studies is provided in Table 11. The electrophysiological

correlate would relate directly to the physical characteristic of activity energy. It should

be remembered though that in order to be selected for electrophysiological testing,

subjects had to demonstrate task-orientation,
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TABLE 11.--Traits as Defined By Leadership Studies
Trait

Physical Characteristic

Characteristic

Activity Energy
Age
Appearance, Grooming
Heiht

Intelligence

Judgment, Decisiveness
Knowledge

Achievement Drive, Desire to
Excel
Drive For Responsibility
Enterprise, Initiative
Persistence Against Obstacles

Source: R. M. Bass. Stogdill's Handbook of Leadership: A Survey of Theory and

Research, Revised and Expanded. (New York: Collier Macmilan Pub.), 1981.

m ". 
__-
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judgment, decisiveness and administrative abilities on the paper-and-pencil LOQ. These

too are listed as leadership traits in Table 11.

The best illustration of how possible outcomes of research can affect leadership

theory is provided in Fiedler's leadership enigma:

It is commonly observed that personality and circumstances

interact to determine whether a person will become a leader. While it

is undoubtedly true, its usefulness is somewhat limited unless one

can specify how a personality trait will interact with a specific situation

(Natemeyer and Gilberg 1989, 207).

In stating the leadership enigma, Fiedler (1969) described the three elements of

leadership effectiveness: the leader's personality, the situation, and their interaction. The

contingency approach prescribes changing the situation for effectiveness, whereas the

situational approach prescribes changing the leader's behavior. Here, "personality" is

defined as "a relatively stable pattern of behavior, thoughts, and emotions that

characterize an individual" (Wade and Tavris 1987, 389). Bass restates the leadership

enigma by asking whether the leader's personality is changeable (Bass 1981).

How can brain topography unravel the leadership enigma? The interaction of a

leader's personality can be studied under a specific situation. The leader's personality

can be studied under a generalized situation [without a specific situation] and, finally, the

leader's personality can be studied without a situation. Studying the leader's personality

without a situation is the test to be administered under what is called in topography the

resting conditions. Subjects are mapped simply with their eyes closed for two minutes

and then with their eyes open for two minutes. In this state they perform no cognitive

task.
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If statistical analysis reveals a significant difference among groups in the resting

condition, then the contingency approach is favored over the situational approach, but the

trait approach is suggested as well. It is important to consider why this is true:

(1) The instrument of discrimination is the LOQ;

(2) Fleishman (1957) describes the LOQ as an attitude assessment survey,;

(3) An attitude is defined as "a fairly stable opinion about a person, object, or

activity, containing a cognitive element [perceptions and beliefs] and an emotional

element (positive or negative feelings) (Wade and Tavris 1987, 611);

(4) Attitudes are one of the more fixed, least changing, elements of personality,

which is defined as "a relatively stable pattern of behavior, thoughts and emotions that

characterize an individual" (Wade and Tavris 1987, 389); thus,

(5) Differences found in the resting conditions go to the threshold of cognition

and have no cognitive element or no evoked emotional element; differences are

differences in electrophysiological functioning.

Therefore, significant differences here favor the trait approach because these are

differences of electrophysiological traits and favor the contingency approach because is

"easier to change the situation than the leader's personality" (Academy of Management

1986). No differences here, of course, suggest the situational approach.

Research Ouestion and Hypothesis

Thus far, researchers have focused on three elements:

(1) the dimensions of leadership -- behaviors of consideration

and task-structuring;

(2) an instrument, the LOQ,that can assess an individual's consideration and task-

structuring behaviors, at least in some valid and reliable fashion; and,
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(3) a tool that can explore the nature of these two behaviors without inferring other

notions of leadership theory -- the topographic brain-mapping equipment.

Further, the literature indicates that there is good reason to suspect that these behaviors

correlate with neurophysiological function (Eysenck 1967, 1976; Gale and Edwards

1983; Wilson 1989).

Before speculating on the effects of possible outcomes to leadership theory, the

research question had to be posed and the hypothesis drawn. While the research question

is important for investigational focus and follow-through, the hypothesis is just as

important for exposing predilections or prejudices which may influence results.

With this in mind, the following research question is posed and is accompanied by the

hypothesis and rationale:

Question : How do the four leader types (HH, HS, HC and LL)

differ in the resting conditions in terms of patterns

of brain electrical activity'?

Hypothesis : The group with higher scores on the consideration

behaviors (HC) of the LOQ will have higher peak amplitudes, as

compared to other groups, for at least one brainwave band under

resting conditions, and the amplitudes will be greater in the left

hemisphere than in the right.

Justification for this hypothesis stems from correlations shown in Table 7

(correlations of LOQ scales with personality measures), and research by the team of

Languis, Miller, Wilson and Boyle at Ohio State (Wilson 1989). The Ohio State team

researched introversion-extroversion using topographic methods. What they found was

that introverts had higher amplitudes at left central sites and extroverts showed no
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evincible pattern. Wilson also cites Eysenck's (1967) Neurobiological Theory which

established a link between introversion-extraversion and neuroticism-stability . As

shown in Table 7, neuroticism from the Maudsley Personality Questionnaire correlates

with consideration behaviors at an alpha level of .01 (Fleishman 1989); therefore, it was

expected that the patterns of brain electrical activity of the group scoring higher on

consideration would be similar to the brain electrical activity of Introverts under the same

resting conditions.

Summary

This chapter includes an explanation why the consideration behaviors and task-

structuring behaviors seem to be the dimensions of leadership. Why the LOQ seemed to

be a valid and reliable instrument to assess leader attitude is also explained in Chapter II.

An introduction to the basic principles of brain topography is provided, as well as some

of the more advanced principles which bear upon this research venture. The

ramifications of possible outcomes to current leadership theory are discussed. Finally,

the research question which provided the focus for the study and the hypothesis are

stated. Although the least thing known to be true about leadership was explored,

discussion of the ramifications of outcomes to current leadership theory provides a way to

convey how the body of knowledge can benefit from this most basic of research ventures.

It also acknowledges that while leadership theory may appear as a Gordian Knot, the

leadership epistle contains some highly-valued and highly-regarded works. The research

question and hypothesis are synopsized in Figure 4.
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QUESTION: HOW DO THE FOUR LOQ LEADER TYPES DIFFER IN A TASKLESS STATE?

HYPOTHESIS: THE HC GROUP WILL HAVE HIGHER AMPLITUDES IN THE LEFT

HEMISPHERE IN AT LEAST ONE FFT BRAINWAVE BAND

Figure 4. Synopsis of research question and hypothesis

In Chapter III, the "least thing we know to be true about leadership," is subjected to

analysis using brain topographic methods. In addition, some of the more advanced ideas

of brain topography are applied in the higher level cognitive condition. The methodology

follows electroencephalographic protocol.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction to the Research and Research Design

The research methodology for this study is shown in Figure 5. Problem genesis

occurred through the analog method (i.e., knowledge gained in the management field of
leadership was used for problem-recognition). The research question and hypothesis

were developed from the recognized problem.

Problem Problem Mode Strategy Domain Technique
Genesis

ANALOG LEADERSHIP INDUCTIVE

(2) EMPIRICAL LABORATORY SIMULATION

Figure 5. The Research Framework. From J. W. Buckley, M. H. Buckley and H. F.

Chiang. Research Methodology and Business Decisions. (Location: Montvale, NJ:

National Association of Accountants, 1976).

Buckley, Buckley and Chiang describe a methodology as a set of strategies, domains,

and techniques. This dissertational methodology has a two-fold strategy. First,

administration of the LOQ requires an individual domain employing the formal

techniques of survey research. Once subjects are selected by this procedure, the

methodology transforms into an empirical strategy in a laboratory domain where the

52
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researcher ensures that the experimental design and control are maintained. The formal

technique employed is simulation because the instrument involves objective application,

the instrument yields objective data, and the process creates an artificial but

representative system (Buckley, Buckley and Chiang 1976).

A comparative-correlational study best describes the research design, and is

illustrated as, Oa=Ob where Oa is the observation being correlated and compared with

Ob, the second observation. The design is used to determine the relationship between two

sets of data - Leadership Opinion Questionnaire scores and neurophysiological data. A

comparative correlational study does not necessarily infer causality (Leedy 1985).

Population and Subjects

To better understand the implementation phase of the research strategy, the time-frame

is etched here. Administration of the pencil-and-paper LOQ began the first day of the

spring semester 1993, and continued for a full week. Scoring LOQs, transcribing scores,

and selecting subjects took two more weeks. Selected subjects were scheduled for brain-

mapping sessions between the First of February and February the 23rd. About one-third

of the subjects either missed appointments or had second thoughts about participation.

These subjects were rescheduled or were replaced by other volunteers. A telephone list

had been prepared of suitable subjects, cross-indexed by score, descending, and by

leader-type . The last subject was tested on February 22.

Permission to conduct research with human subjects was granted on September 16 1992

by the University of North Texas Institutional Review Board under CFR 46.110

(Appendix A).

The target population encompasses all leaders. The parent population was restricted to

right-handed males between the ages of 18 and 26 years. Taken from a standpoint of
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electrophysiological or management research, these restrictions, focusing on group

homogeneity, are sound policy. Differences of gender, handedness, and age can mask

differences in evoked brain fields. Norms vary somewhat with gender and vary markedly

with age (AESG 1986). From management research, Martinko and Gardner (1990)

defend their homogeneous study by noting that comparisons are meaningless and

contribute unnecessary variability if a more heterogeneous sample is selected. The

selected subjects, comprising the sample population, were chosen from the parent

population matching the leader types described by the Ohio State Behavior Leadership

Quadrants, Figure 6 (Stogdill and Coons 1957). To determine who fit into these groups,

the norm scale for males was examined and is shown in Table 12. The male scale was

used because, at the University of North Texas approximately one out of four

undergraduate students are right-handed males in the specified age group. Using these

scales, the qualifications for each group were established, as shown in Table 13.

Hih.n.e.ttn.dL ksrc:gHigh consideration and High task-structuring

-------- ------K---- H H

LL U

Low consideration and Low task-structunn w oniaw m h t

Figure 6. The Ohio State Leadership Quadrants: another view From R.M. Stogdill and

A.E. Coons, eds., Leader Behavior Its Direction andMeasurement Location: Bureau of

Business Research, Ohio State University 1957).
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Departments and divisions targeted to locate a pool of suitable subjects in the extremes

were determined from a review of the Table for Means and Standard Deviations found in

the LOQ Examiner's Manual (Fleishman 1989). Academic disciplines that have scored

Table 12.-- LOQ Norm Scale for Males
Verbal Description Percentile ICo n I ructhir

90

85
80

60
- -- I
59

A A" 4

46
44
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1 -P ---4
42

.n , I. ..4..
10 40

+ 4 11
41

iv cii :__ __ _ __ _ __,Z.4 Z 0.1
SD 7.29 8.52
N 2717. 2717.

From E. A. Fleishman. The Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOO): Examiner's

Manual, Revised edition ( Location: Science Research Associates, Park Ridge IL, 1989).
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Table 13.--Qualifying Scores for Each Leadership Quadrant

CONSIDERATION

Above 57 points

Above 57 points

Below 42 points

Below 42 points

TASK-STRUCTURING

Above 55 points

Below 38 points

Above 55 points

Below 38 points

Note: Maximum points on either score is 80.

high on task-structuring behaviors include management and other business-related

disciplines; for consideration behaviors, education, kinesiology, and other instructional

disciplines. Required physical education courses were targeted for individuals that might

qualify in the other leader categories. The population and subjects are summarized in

Figure 7.

Target Population.......All leaders

Parent Population......Right-handed Males 18-26 years-old with an LOQ

score in one of the Leadership quadrants.

Target Sample..............Right-handed males, 18-26 years-old, who are

university students, especially Business, Education, and Kinesiology majors, with an LOQ score in one of

the leadership quadrants.

Selected Subjects....... Willing volunteers with all of the above requirements

Figure 7. Summary of Population and Subjects

GROUP

HH

HC

HS

LL

A I I 11
I I 1

'k-A AL w %-a, %- AL 'W A 'W ".AL JLf A-4 ALM, 4 AL A JL %--F A 'I
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Data Collection Procedures

Permission to use the LOQ was granted on July 8 1992 by the Director of Science

Research Associates, (Appendix A). Administration of the LOQ occurred on-site with

sixteen participating classes at the University of North Texas during the first week of the

spring semester 1993. Completion of the LOQ requires approximately 15 minutes

(Fleishman 1989). To expedite scoring minimize errors, and provide further analysis in

scoring, a Scantron (R) was used in lieu of answer sheets provided with the LOQ. The

answer sheets were modified to include a space for the subjects' telephone number and

dormitory room (if applicable). The pencil-and-paper LOQ was administered to 293

students in the target sample. Everyone who participated in the paper-and-pencil LOQ

was provided with their score and an explanation of how their disciplines scored. Sixty-

one subjects were selected. Scores for the subjects mapped are shown in Table 14.

Power analysis provides an excellent planning tool for the feasibility of research

(Cohen 1969, 1988). The convention for brain-mapping research, an alpha of .05, or a

power level of .95, was followed for this study. Because sixty subjects was considered to

be the largest number of subjects manageable for this study and because the four groups

were approximately the same size, the directional hypothesis was stated as:

MHC M(HHHS and LL)

where MHC equals the mean of HC results, and M(HH, HS and LL) equals the mean of

the other groups.

Constraints upon n were such that n LHH, HS and LL) = 45

which is not equal to f.(HC) = 15. Because the n values are not equal, it is formulated

that:

n'=2(15)(45)/(45+15)= 22.5, or 23 (rounded off).
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Table 14.-- LOQ Scores of mapped subjects
TTC N tfllTTn I T ^\ ~

HH GROUP

Sub # T Score C Score Diff. Ranking Sub # T Score C Score Sum Ranking
-------- - m------a ---- m-

59 35 64 29 2 36 64 77 141 2

17 40 63 23 4 25 74 61 135 4

60 43 64 21 6 6 68 60 128 6
8 40 60 20 8 22 68 60 128 8

31 39 64 i9 10 54 62 64 126 10.

3 42 58 I 12 44 59 64 123 12

42 48 63 15 14 43 62 59 121 14

7 46 60 14 16 56 59 60 119 :1 6.

58- - 4-----8 14 L"""3 560 16 1
LL GROUP HS GROUP

Sub # T Score C Score Diff. Ranking Sub # T Scores CScore Sum Rankin

15:: 4 428 7923 .11:6. .57 083

49 45 48 93 9 23 67 44 23 9

57 a9
:zIiIx

T-Score = task-structuring score

Diff. = arithmetic difference of scores

C- Score = consideration score

Sum = arithmetic sum of scores

:::

40 23 46O 691 1 21 731 181 55 1
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Using the table (Cohen 1977, 20) to estimate d for a .05 alpha, the U1 is approximately

25 to 30 percent of the population; therefore,.d = .4 in equivalency. Knowing d = .4 and

n'= 23, the power as derived from the table (Cohen 1977, 28) is .38, which is the

probability of successful results with this population. As indicated from the same table,

a power of .99 would require an n of 200 subjects. This meant that if results failed to be

significant with sixty subjects, the sample population should be enlarged to 200 subjects.

Power analysis offers a means to estimate the success of research and a way to salvage

otherwise good research. Given this tool and a determination for success, one might find

brain-mapping research too risky a venture.

The following information is provided for replication purposes for later studies:

Topographic brain mapping data were collected on the Biologic Brain Atlas III (BA III,

Biologic Systems, Mundelein, IL.), a computerized system to record and analyze brain

electrical activity. Collecting topographic data takes about an hour under normal

conditions. An NEC AT compatible 386 CPU, an EGA NEC Multisync monitor, a 20

megabyte Bernoulli Box, and a 21 channel subsystem for analog-to-digital conversion,

filtering, and amplification were the hardware used. Brain Atlas software, Version 2.35,

Model #172 (1992) was used for electroencephalography (EEG) and evoked potential

data collection and analysis. The hardware included a 32-bit 68020 microprocessor and a

68861 floating point coprocessor, an AppleColor GB Monitor, a Macintosh II Video

Card, and Expansion Kit, an Apple Extended keyboard, and 4 megabytes of extended

RAM memory.

Brain electrical activity was collected from 19 electrodes attached to the scalp using

the Electrocap, an elastic nylon cap in which tin electrodes 9 millimeters in diameter are

sewn according to the procedures outlined in the International 10-20 system as shown in
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Figure 3 (Jasper 1958). Linked earlobes much like an attachable ear ring provide the

reference points. The reference points give a common perspective to each map.

The ground reference was placed at a location between Fpz and Fz. The center

electrode (Cz) of the Electrocap was placed at the center of the head, which was

determined by measuring nasion to inion and from left pre-auricular notch to right pre-

auriculr notch. Each scalp location was cleansed with Omni-Prep, a mildly abrasive

cleanser. Electrogel, an electrolytic gel, was injected into the cap electrodes to provide a

conductive substance between the surface of the scalp and the lead electrode. Electrical

impedances were kept under 4 Kohms and within 3 Kohms.

Subjects reported individually to a waiting room where they signed a consent form,

completed a neurological and social history, and were administered a handedness

inventory. These forms are shown in Appendix B. All of subjects' impedances were

then checked using an experimental device called the EEG Impedance Meter (Dunipace

and Miller, submitted for publication). This dissertation was the first clinical use of the

EEG Impedance Meter, which reduces the preparation period substantially. Use of the

EEG Impedance Meter to check impedances prior to brain-mapping saved approximately

15 minutes per subject.

The equipment set-up is shown in Figure 8. The procedures, from the time the

subjects arrived until they left were, focused on controlling and isolating variables

(which is what distinguishes a laboratory setting from all other research settings).Details

of the protocol for data collection are listed in Appendix B.

All connections between the subject and the BAIII were electrically shielded. Brain

electrical activity from each scalp location was amplified by 19 amplifiers and digitized

by an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter (A/D). Amplifier output and DC offset were

automatically calibrated at the beginning of each assessment and were stored on each
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subject's data record. The reason for calibrating the Electrocap with each subject is

similar to that for balancing new tires; the principle is the same. Amplifier and DC offset

values were controlled within a 2 percent range. Analog filters were used to filter out

extraneous electrical signals. Filter settings varied by task. Any of the epochs which

contained eyeblinks and other muscular artifacts exceeding a predetermined level were

excluded from the data set. Data were sampled at 256 times per second (except the Oz

channel which is interpolated), resulting in 5376 microvolt measurements of brain

electrical activity each second. Values from these measurements were converted to an

integrated brain map using a 16-point color scale. Points between scalp locations were

interpolated using adjacent electrodes for interpolation.

The following is a summary of the tasks involved in resting conditions, eyes open and

eyes closed--two minutes of raw EEG were collected at the beginning of each testing

session. The subjects were instructed to rest quietly with eyes fixated upon a point on the

monitor [the trash can on the Macintosh screen]. The subject was then instructed to rest

quietly with his eyes closed. Two minutes of raw EEG were collected again. Brain

electrical activity was stored in the BA III(R).

Following the task, the cap was removed and questions about the study were

answered. Each subject received a certificate of participation, a videotaping of the

mapping session (the subject provided the tape), and a color print-out of his brain

electrical activity. Later, subjects were invited back to review the results of tests

requiring artifact removal and were given a copy of the new map, and a sheet explaining

general interpretations of the test.

Surrogates and Measures

The concepts, surrogates, and variables, the same as those in the LOQ and are shown

again in Table 15. The independent variable, leadership, used the surrogates of
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consideration behaviors and task-structuring behaviors. Measurements were intervals on

a scale from 0 to 80. Consideration and task-structuring were treated independently and

could range from 0 to 80. The dependent variables were brain electrical activities whose

surrogates were the frequency bands at different sites.

Data Analysis and Data Reduction

The following procedures were implemented in the data analysis and data reduction.

Data reduction is a method which delimits the enormity of data to areas of interests.

Fast Fourier Transform Eyes Open

The EEG raw data for the eyes-open condition were edited by visual inspection, for

eyeblink, eye saccade, and muscle movement artifact using the BA III editing

capabilities. The estimated average number of artifact-free segments, each two-seconds

in length, saved from each subject's file was twenty-five. A mathematical procedure, the

Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT), was performed on each file to provide spectral

analysis of the underlying frequencies within the raw EEG. FFT analysis was performed

using average referencing. The files were converted to ASCII file format with the Bank

Mathematics Program resident on the Brain Atlas software. The peak-seeking routine

from the Brain-mapping Utilities Program (BMUP) Version 1.2, (Roberts, Miller and

Languis 1988) was used to determine peak amplitudes and corresponding frequencies at

each scalp site within designated hertz ranges. The peak amplitude and frequency values,

as shown in Table 16, across subjects was entered into SYSTAT, a microcomputer

statistical program for MS-DOS based computers (Version 5.01 1990).
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15--The Analysis of Vari
A DY r n fl A flY A fi

Bunsvirau uruIai
Behaviors 10 to Rol

LcpenueL I t" wave veak Ratio in Hertz
Frequency [0.5 to 31.5]

f 4: N T -0Ca .
Controlled Gender Not Applicable 18to2ayle ~ k

Controlled Neurological Self-Disclosure Nominal
History [Handedness,

Migraines, Asthma,
Allergies, Palsies,
Stuttering or Other
Chronic Illnesses]

Cdhf4.5..d.............y..link..BEG. Artifacts..Visual..Inspection.
Confounding Eye Saccade EEG Artifacts Visual Inspection

cdbnhgMuscla SacdlE rtfcVsalInsetoConfounding Cardiac Imbrication BEG Artifacts .Visual Inspectiondr
Random Electrical EEG Artifacts Visual Inspection

Fluctuation

Table 16.-- Frequency band windows for eyes-open condition
FFT BAND OPENING CLOSING

HERTZ HERTZ

Theta 4.5 8.0

Beta 1 13.5 16.0

Beta 3 20.5 24.0

Beta 5 28.0 31.0

11'
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Normative data files for each of the four LOQ groups, were created within the BAIII

system using BA normative capabilities in the BAIII software program. The BAIII

Normative Generator was used to average the data and to create a mean and standard

deviation brain map for each group.

The i-test routine within the BMUP was used to generate statistical probability maps

(SPMS). For instance, two groups such as the HH group and the LL group were

compared to each other across subjects. Independent I-tests were computed for all data

points. The resulting t-values were written to a single ASCII file for comparison. The t-

value ASCII file was read into the Brain Atlas III program via the Bank Mathematics

routine. The I-value file was then displayed as a summary map which reveals regions of

the brain where significant I-values are clustered within a particular frequency (FFT

data), or latency group (ERP data). The SPMS maps provided exploratory analysis to

identify ranges where statistically significant differences might be expected at each scalp

location within groups (Roberts, Miller, and Languis 1988).

Although LOQ scores can be presented in an interval fashion, an ordinal scale is more

appropriate for transitivity. Measurements of brain electrical activity are multiple and

interval. For this reason, the statistical test for differences between groups was the

independent I-test, and differences among groups would require a one-way analysis of

variance (ANOVA Sproull 1988). Programs for the independent i-test reside in the

BMUP, whereas the ANOVA program resides in the SYSTAT. Tables of means,

standard deviations, and probability values for each group on selected sites were created

for the eyes-open condition showing peak amplitudes and peak frequencies. Graphic

representations of the means across all the scalp sites were created.

Figures of the International 10-20 System were created showing the scalp sites where

statistically significant differences were created. These maps are discussed in the

appropriate section as well.
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Normative data for each group on each condition were also created within the BAIII

system using BAIII capabilities of the program. The BAIII Normative Generator was

used to average the data and to create a mean and standard deviation brain map for each

group. General patterns in the data were evaluated, in addition to statistical evaluations.

Fast Fourier Transform Eyes Closed.

The same procedure for data manipulation, reduction, and analysis for the eyes-closed

condition data were followed as in the FFT eyes-open condition previously described.

Protocol details are listed in Appendix B.

Summary

In this chapter, the brain topographic strategy and procedures are explained and

protocols are introduced. The protocols are also detailed in the appendices. In Chapter

IV, the results of these procedures are evaluated in terms of the hypothesis and research

question posed in Chapter II.



CHAPTER IV

THE RESULTS

Introduction

In this chapter, results of data analysis are reported in sections corresponding to each

level of condition. The research question and hypothesis are restated. Results are

presented and additional explanation is provided where necessary. The results of

statistical values which were tabled and analyzed further follows:

All FFT bands were evaluated for differences in cortical arousal states among the four

leadership groups: high score on both dimensions [HH or High-High]; high score on task-

structuring and low score on consideration [HS or High Structure]; high score on

consideration and low score on task-structuring [HC or High Consideration]; and, low

score on both dimensions [LL or Low-Low]. The results from two subjects were

discarded because of subject expectancies and poor prefrontal readings, leaving 59

subjects in the sample group. The research question and hypothesis are reproduced from

Chapter II for statistical evaluation and discussion.

Question: How do the four leader types (HH, HS, HC and LL) differ in the resting

conditions in terms of baseline patterns of brain electrical activity?

Hypothesis: The group with higher scores on the consideration behaviors (HC) of the

Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ), will have higher peak amplitudes, as

67
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compared to other groups, for at least one brainwave band under resting conditions, and

the amplitudes will be greater in the left hemisphere than the right.

The Fast Fourier Transform Eyes Open Condition

The HC group showed higher peak amplitudes when compared to other groups in the

alpha range of the eyes-open condition, the FFT band of greatest significance. As

mentioned, the FFT is a mathematical process which breaks down a time-series signal

into its constituent components of delta, theta, alpha and beta. Because beta covers such

a large range of the hertz frequencies, Beta is further subdivided into five subcomponents

(Wong 1991). The hypothesis was accepted.

The abbreviations of the 10-20 system, introduced in Chapter II, are presented here,

by brain region (see Table 17). The abbreviations as displayed look much like the head

diagram of the 10-20 International System. The odd-numbered electrodes are in the left

hemisphere, the even-numbered electrodes are in the right hemisphere, and z values, or

"zenith values," are in the middle. For clarity in reviewing the results, the four LOQ

groups are listed in Table 18.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Delta FFT band of the eyes-open condition are

presented in Table 19. ANOVA revealed significant differences in peak amplitudes in

the eyes-open condition for Electrode F7 (F = (56,3) = 2.87, p= .04) and F4 (F_ = (56,3)

= 2.77, p =.05). The t-test comparisons were significant for HH versus

HS group (p_ =.03) in the left inferior frontal region (F7). The general pattern in the data

suggests that the HC group showed a consistent pattern of higher electrical amplitudes on

all electrodes evaluated as compared to the HS and LL groups.
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Table 17. --Designated Abbreviations for

11 frontal F3 F4

mid-frontal Fz

mid-temporal T3 T4

central C3 C4

parietal P3 P4

mintl oPz

Source: P. Harner and T. Sannit A Review of the International Ten-Twenty System of

Electrode Placement. (n.p.: The Grass Instrument Company 1974, 4)

Table 18.--Qualifying Scores for Each Leadership Quadrant

CONSIDERATION

Above 57 points

Above 57 points

Below 42 points

Below 42 points

TASK-STRUCTURING

Above 55 points

Below 38 points

Above 55 points

Below 38 points

Note: Maximum points on either score is 80.

11

GROUP

HH

HC

HS

LL

- - - , - -- -- - - - - - - I - - --- - - 1 - -- , %- 16-11 AL %-IL -A -1 %--F
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Table 19-- Delta (0.5-4.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F R
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F3 2.14 0.42 1.83 0.36 2.02 0.43 -1.75 0.39 2.63 0.06

F4 3.91 1.31 2.82 0.97 3.27 0.83 2.96 1.48 2.77 *0.05

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F P2
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 1.29 0.36 1.25 0.45 1.25 0.45 1.23 0.47 0.36 0.79

Fz 1.59 0.67 1.56 0.24 1.38 0.24 1.77 0.88 0.90 0.45

F8 1.12 0.22 1.13 0.36 1.22 0.36 1.14 0.39 0.06 0.98

Post hoc comparisons for amplitudes
Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F7 *0.03 0.54 0.32 0.10 0.67 0.20
F4 0.070.42 j 0.12 0.16 0.911 0.22

* Significant p values

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Theta FFT band of the eyes-open condition are

presented in Table 20. No significant differences or noteworthy patterns were found in

this FFT band.
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Table 20. -- Theta (4.5-8.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F 12
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 1.67 0.S0 1.33 0.36 1.52 0.67 1.41 0.963 1.4 0195

_____________ Peak frequencies_______
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

Site Mean SD Men S Mean SD Mean SD Vau vle

FzI 5.681 1.481 6.501 1.571 6.501 1,461 6.551 1 OX8l

F81 6.27| 1.47| 6.721 1.261 6.411 1.60 6.27| 1.39 0.961 0.421

* Significant p values

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Alpha FFT band of the eyes-open condition are

presented in Table 21. All evaluated electrodes were statistically significant, increasing

with significance from right to left across the frontal lobe so that F - and p-values are

stated as:

E= (56,3 = 4.52); p = .01 on F7;

F = (56,3 = 3.69); p = .02 on F3;

I
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Table 21. -- Alpha (8.5-12.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F 12
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F4 1.91 0.99 2.18 0.99 3.21 1.10 2.03 1.34 3.59 *0.02

Peak frequencies

HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F P
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 10.06 1.00 9.78 0.77 9.67 0.96 10.05 0.61 2.55 0.07

F8 988 0.91 9.94 0.63 9.67 0.77 10.59 0.77 2.16 0.10

Post hoc cornparisons for amplitudes
Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F8 0.27 *0.001 0.20 *0.017 0.91 0.30

Post hoc comparisons for frequencies
Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F7 0.32 *0.001 0.25 *0.003 0.69 0.09
* Significant 1 values
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E = (56,3 = 3.63); p = .02 on Fz;

E = (56,3 = 4.59); p = .02 on F3; and,

E = (56,3 = 4.24); p= .03 on F8.

Fz was statistically significant on frequency (F_ = (56,3) = 2.90; g = .04). Post hoc

comparisons revealed statistically significant differences in amplitude between (1) the

HH versus HS group (p = .001 on F7 and F8; p = .002 on F3, Fz and F4) (2) the HS

versus the HC group (p= .003 on F7; p = .025 on Fz; p = .026 on F4; p.= .017 on F8).

For the Fz latency, post hoc comparisons revealed the HH versus the HS group (p =

.036). Figures 9, 10, and 11 illustrate the Independent T maps revealing statistical

differences between the HH and HS groups, between the HS and HC groups, and between

the HH and HC groups in the alpha range, respectively. The darker the cross-hatching,

the more significant are the differences between groups. As hypothesized, the HC group

had lower frequencies on all the statistically significant electrodes as compared to the HS

group.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta 1 FFT band of the eyes-open condition are

presented in Table 22. Three of the five electrodes were statistically significant. Greater

significance was evident in the right hemisphere (F4 and F8) than in the left hemisphere.

Statistically significant electrodes were as follows:

F= (56, 3) = 2.94;p = .04 on F7;

F=(56,3)=3.16;p=.03 on F4; and

F= (56,3)=3.12;p=.03on F8.
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Table 22. -- Beta 1 (12.5-16.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

Site MeanI SD Meann Mea Men IMnI IvA!l i anP

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 13.32 0.95 13.72 1.25 12.84 0.65 13.50 1.45 0.02 1.00

Fz 13.18 1.19 13.25 1.27 13.06 0.91 13.50 1.32 0.85 0.47

F8| 13.381 1.151 13.501 1.311 12.911 0.90| 13.271 1.061 1.861 0.15

Post hoc comparisons for amplitudes
Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F7 *0.010 0.914 0.474 *0.028 0.052 0.691

F4 *0.013 0.984 0.417 *0.046 *0.011 0.180

F8 *0.035 0.568 0.417 *0.026 0.061 0.417
* Significant values

The post hoc comparisons show significant differences between the HH and HS group

(P = .01 on F7; P1= .013 on F4; P= .035 on F8). The HS group versus the HC group was

significant (p = .028 on F7 and F4; p1= .046 on F4). The HS group versus the LL group

was significant (p = .011 on F4). In post hoc comparisons, greater significance was

found in the left hemisphere in between-group comparisons than in the right hemisphere.
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Differences between the HH and HS groups were greater than were differences between

the HS and HC groups.

The very same pattern of highest and lowest amplitudes seen in the Theta band of the

eyes-open condition (Table 21) is seen here. No grouping pattern was evincible

concerning highest frequency values. The HC group had the highest frequency values

and was significant at F4 (p = .011 on F4). In post hoc comparisons, greater significance

was found in the left hemisphere in between-group comparisons than in the right

hemisphere. Differences between the HH and HS groups were greater than were

differences between the HS and HC groups.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta 2 FFT band of the eyes-open condition are

presented in Table 23. No statistically significant differences were found in this band.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta 2 FFT band of the eyes-open condition are

presented in Table 24. The right inferior frontal region (F8) was statistically significant

in peak frequency and amplitude (E = (56,3) = 1.04; p = .04 andn = (56,3) = 3.06; p = .04,

respectively). Post hoc comparisons revealed no between- group differences of

significance. The HC group had lower amplitudes on all electrodes compared to other

groups with F7 being the exception. No consistent pattern of differences in frequency

was observed.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude frequencies in the Beta 4 FFT band of the eyes-open condition are presented in

Table 25. The right frontal region (F4) was statistically significant (F = (56,3) = 4.08; p_ =

.01) with no post hoc comparisons of significance.
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Table 23. -- Beta 2 (16.5-20.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F 1R
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

.7.7 0.1 0 :614 017 070 01 0.0 33 06 0.1

F3 0.73 0.29 0.64 0.23 0.62 0.18 0.65 0.21 0.49 0.69

F4 0.70 0.24 0.62 0.16 0.72 0.18 0.69 0.28 0.69 0.65
F 070 .00 1 0.22 06 021 05 09 1.92 01

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F 12
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 18.06 1.36 18.19 1.25 18.57 1.05 18.09 1.36 1.42 0.25

F3 18.50 1.47 18.14 1.45 1823 1.13 183 1.38 .27 0.83

F8 17.94 1.45 17.91 1.27 18.00 .95 18.32 1.31 0.51 0.68

* Significant p values

Table 24. -- Beta 3 (20.5-24.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

I Site I Mean

F31 0.

Mean S I Mean I SD Vaile I ai

P0.541 0.251 0.481 0.111 0.641 0.301 1.091 0.36

.561 0.211 0.581 0.161 0.671 0.281 1.311 0.28

I I

F41 0.59| 0.19
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Table 24. --(CONTINUED)

Beta 3 (20.5-24.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F 1R
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 22.18 1.19 21.31 1.00 21.34 1.14 21.50 0.83 1.52 0.22

-214 21822 :~ :~I~:~.:j.~L I.7 I.1 0.19"

________________Post hoc coprsn o amplitudes__________

Fz_ 2.64_.40 1.13 0.891.2 015121.1 1030. LI5

[Site HH vs. HSJ HH vs. HC HH 0s.90 LLHS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs.LL

F8 2.6 0.72.8 0.945 1.1 .90 0 2.89 0.23.0 .230

Post hoc comparisons for frequencies
Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F8 0.28 0.15 0.90 0.89 0.23 0.23

* Significant p values

Table 25. -- Beta 4 (24.5-28.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak amplitudes

HH HS HC LL ANOVA

...T

Site IMeanI SD IMeanI S I Kcn

F31 0.491 0.311 0.361 0.111 0.331 0.091 0.381 0.141 1.55 0.24

81 0.221 0.451 0.13I 0.421 0.15 2.21 n0.10
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Table 25. -- (CONTINUED)

Beta 4 (24.5-28.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 26.00 1.19 25.43 0.70 25.41 1.20 25.91 1.20 1.23 0.31

F4 25.5 1.0.2 25.870.925.43 0. 25.14 0+60.1 0.182

Post hoc comparisons for frequencies

* Significant p values

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta 5 FFT band of the eyes-open condition are

presented in Table 26. No statistically significant values were found in this band.

Table 26. -- Beta 5 (28.5-31.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

I Site IMe

F31

I MeanI SD IMeanInS )le

0.071 0.281 0.091 0.321 0.201 0.341 0.231 0.42

12 0.41 0.171 0.401 0.151 0.39 0.161 0.50Y0.69

I I

F41 0.39
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Table 26. -- (CONTINUED)

Beta 5 (28.5-31.0 Hz) eyes-open condition

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F P_

Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F729.091 0.621 29.3 X.7 29.47 OX 29.91 o0 8I97.1 1) f
Fz 29.18 0.59 29.31 0.89 38.90 0.47 29.14 0.75 0.49 0.69

F8 29.35 0.90 29.09 0.71 29.33 0.62 29.41 0.80 2.40 0.08

* Significant p values

Summarizing the FFT bands for the eyes-open condition, consistent and recurring

patterns in brain electrical activity were found among the four leader types. Those who

scored high on consideration behaviors showed significantly larger amplitudes and

frequencies in at least one brainwave band, the Alpha FFT band in the frontal lobe;

therefore, based on the results shown in this resting condition alone, the hypothesis is

accepted.

The Fast Fourier Transfrom Eyes-Closed Condition

All FFT bands were again evaluated for differences in cortical arousal among the four

leader types. The results show that the group scoring high on consideration and low on

task-structuring (HC) of the LOQ showed a consistent pattern in brain electrical activity

of larger peak amplitudes and faster peak latencies than did other groups. Differences

were not as great for the eyes-closed condition as for the eyes-open condition.
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Statistical analyses of the data were the same for the eyes-closed condition as for the

eyes-open condition -- ANOVA for among group differences and I-test for between group

differences [alpha = .05]. Statistically significant peak amplitudes and peak frequencies

were revealed in this condition.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Delta FFT band of the eyes-closed condition are

presented in Table 27. Electrode F4 was significant for peak frequencies (F = (56,3) =

3.46; p = .02) with no significant between-group differences revealed through post hoc

analysis. Overall, frequencies were not consistently greater or lesser across electrode

sites among groups or within hemispheres.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Theta FFT band of the eyes-closed condition are

presented in Table 28. No significant values were revealed through statistical analysis.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Alpha FFT band of the eyes-closed condition are

presented in Table 29. Electrode F7 was statistically significant in the peak frequency

range (F = (56,3) = 2.85; p = .05) with greatest between-group difference between (1) the

HH and HC group (p = .001) and (2) the HS and HC group ( = .003). Again, this pattern

of greater significance at the extremes of the frontal lobes is seen as in the Beta (One) 1,

(Three) 3 and (Five) 5 . The LL group had consistently higher frequencies across

electrode sites and greater amplitudes across the left lateral sites (F7 and F3).

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta One FFT band of the eyes-closed condition are

presented in Table 30. Electrode F8 was statistically significant in peak amplitudes (E.=

(56,3) = 3.12; p = .03) with greatest between-group differences between the (1) HH and

HC group (p = .04) and (2) the HS and HC group (p = .03). The "see-sawing" effect in
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Table 27-- Delta (0.5-4.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F 12
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F3 1.73 0.28 1.69 0.33 1.80 0.38 1.76 0.30 1.49 0.23

F4 2.29 0.66 2.90 0.31 2.04 0.39 2.96 0.44 0.33 0.81

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD M ean SD Value value

Fz 1 1.59 1 0.67 I 1.56 1 0.66 1 1.38 I 0.241 1.77 1 0.88 I 1I

SF8 1.59 | 0.67 1.56 0.66 | 1.38 | 0.22 1.77 1 0.88 0.71 0.55

Post Hoc Comparisons for frequencies
Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F4 0.07 0.42 0.221 0.12 0.91 0.91

Table 28. --Theta (4.5-8.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

I Mean I I SD Mean SD Mean SD Valuelvalue

F31 1.221 0.461 1.181 0.331 1.251 0.31 1.351 0.431

I F41 1.231 0.441 1.201 0.351 1.251 0.271 1.071 0.221 0.661 0.581

I

I
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Table 28. --Theta (4.5-8.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak Frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 5.77 1.30 5.53 1.25 6.19 1.34 5.36 1.27 0.12 0.95

Fz 6.23 1.30 6.13 1.27 5.78 1.35 6.27 1.15 0.36 0.78

F8 5.85 1.04 5.94 0.98 5.88 1.07 6.27 1.54 1.96 0.36

* Significant values

Table 29. --Alpha (8.5-12.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F P
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F3 1.41 1.00 1.10 0.52 1.27 0.61 1.51 0.75 0.46 0.71

F4 1.39 0.79 1.20 0.66 1.36 0.67 1.27 0.63 0.81 0.49

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value
m nol 1 OQIS In-7o 0

L FzI 10.091 0.921 9.811 0.701 9.671 0.901 10.681 0.901 1.121 0.35

9.94j 0.631 9.67] 0.901 10.591 0.771 2.161F8L 9.88 0.91

I

o. t|
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Table 29. --(CONTINUED)

Alpha (8.5-12.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Post hoc comparisons for frequencies
Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F7 0.32 *0.001 0.25 *0.003 0.60 0.09

* Significant p values

Table 30. -- Beta 1 (12.5-16.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F RSite Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F3 0.66 025 0.62 0.16 0.61 0.14 0.67 0.16 0.40 0.75

1F34 10.69 025 0.4 0.18 0.71 0.17 074 0.16 0.38 0.7

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

Fz 13.27 0.89 13.17 0.93 13.28 0.98 13.50 1.10 1.26 0.30

F8 13.24 0.99 13.41 0.95 13.66 1.17 12.91 0.92 1.56 0.21

Post hoc comparisons for amplitudes
Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F8 *0.04 0.57 0.15 *0.03 0.06 0.42

* Significant p values
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significance across bands is again evident for inferior frontal electrodes (F7 and F8). No

group had greater or lesser peak amplitude or frequency values across sites or within

hemispheres, a pattern which appears to recur alternately across FFT bands.

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta 2 FFT band of the eyes-closed condition are

presented in Table 31. No group had consistently greater or lesser amplitudes or

frequencies across sites or within hemispheres.

Table 31. -- Beta 2 (16.5-20.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F p
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F3 0.53 6 . 0.15 0.50 0.16 0.64 0.18 0.23 0.83

Peak frequencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F p

F Fte Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD ValIue value

F717.47 0.87 18.23 1.35 18.00 1.28 19-0-51 1 _0 71 f

FzI 18.271 1.401 17.811 1.061 18.061 71 1

F8 18.351 1.23| 17.69|1.30j18.061 1.09 18.55 1.131 1.271 0.23

* Significant p values
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The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta 3 FFT band of the eyes-closed condition are

presented in Table 32. Again, Electrode F8 was statistically significant on peak

frequency (F = (56,3) = 5.71; p = .002) and no between-group differences were

significant.

Table 32. -- Beta 3 (20.5-24.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F R

Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F3 0.53 0.25 0.563 0.15 0.50 0.16 0.70 0.18 0.23 0.90

Peak frquncie
HH JHSJHC 1 LLANOVA

Site Mean SD ea S Men D en D auvle
F71 17-471 1 /R 1 nSl ~

* Significant p values

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta 4 FFT band of the eyes-closed condition are

i

0-871 18-9,11 1 351

Fz 18.27 1. 40 11.81 1.06 18.06 1.12 18.27 1.37 1.38 0.2\J

F .: 1 "
3: .

F8 18.35 1.23 17.69 1.30 18.06 1.09 18.55 1.13 1.27 0.23
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presented in Table 33. P -values increased in significance across the frontal lobe, but

only F3 was statistically significant (F = (56,3) = 4.23; p = .01). Post hoc comparisons

revealed no between-group differences of significance.

Table 33. -- Beta 4 (24.5-28.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F R
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7325.79 11 254 011097 219 11 083 426 0.118 16 015

F4 0.40 0.13 0.42 0.16 0.44 0.20 0.48 0.20 2.83 *0.05

Peakr n fre uencies
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 25.79 1.11 25.47 0.97 25.19 0.83 26.00 1.18 1.96 0.15

Fz 24.68 0.30 25.37 1.03 25.66 1.06 25.14 0.90 1.15 0.34

The:, men,.tndr.evaios.roailt.ale,.n.os.ocrslt:orpa

F8 25.35 1.07 25.27 1.19 25.81 1.25 25.09 0.58 1.72 0.17
Post hoc comparisons for frequencies

Site HH s. H HHvs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F40.224 0.072 0.353 0.180 0.225 0.182

Post hoc comparisons for frequencies

Site HH vs. HS HH vs. HC HH vs. LL HS vs. HC HS vs. LL HC vs. LL

F3 0.392 0.076 0.302 0.275 0.543 0.665

* Significant p values

The means, standard deviations, probability values, and post hoc results for peak

amplitude and frequencies in the Beta 5 FFT band of the eyes-closed condition are
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presented in Table 34. No significant values were found. One noteworthy observation

is that the LL group had higher amplitudes in the left frontal sites across all the beta FFT

bands.

Table 34. -- Beta 5 (28.5-31.0 Hz) eyes-closed condition

Peak amplitudes
HH HS HC LL ANOVA

F P
Site Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Value value

F7 29.44 1.00 29.16 0.83 29.47 0.92 28.96 0.65 2.21 0.10

Fzl 29.351 0.811 29.311 .901 0.83 29.411 1.041 0.441 0.73

F8 29.41 0.941 29.221 0.80 29.33 0.76 29.23 0.65 1.05 0.38
* Significant p.values

Summary

The hypothesis was accepted because at least one FFT band in the resting conditions

showed that the group scoring high on consideration behaviors and low on task-

structuring (HC) had higher peak amplitudes and frequencies than all other groups.

Further, there are significant baseline differences among the leader types, differences that
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go below the threshold of cognition [Alpha FFT Eyes Open Condition] for the entire

frontal lobe. These would be deep trait differences of an electrophysiological type.

Generalization of the results is presented in the discussion section of the next chapter.

Implications for leadership theory, applications, and an agenda for future research are

also provided in Chapter V.



CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND SUMMARY

"According to the results of our investigation of the human EEG, we are

confronted with material processes of smallest dimensions linked to

psychological processes, yet these being the most wonderful and most powerful

phenomena on this planet" (Berger 1938, 306).

Following Berger's work research first focused on the relationship between EEG

frequencies and behavior. "Psychophysiology is the [name given this] science of brain

mechanisms and psychological phenomena " (Atenmuller, 1993, 597).

Discussion

The discussion focuses on the principal findings which were in the eyes-open resting

condition for peak amplitudes in the Alpha and lower Beta FFT bands for the entire

frontal lobe. While there were significant findings at other electrode sites within specific

frequencies, the predominant findings were in Alpha and lower Beta for the eyes-open

condition. The question for discussion is, "Why did the leader types principally differ in

these bands for this locality in only one of the resting conditions?" Data reduction

techniques narrowed localization to the frontal lobes. As mentioned, data reduction was

achieved through visual inspection of integrated summary maps of the raw EEG data, the

92
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the Global Field Power (GFP), and statistical I maps which reside in the Brain-Mapping

Utility Program (BMUP). The sheer volume of EEG data collected during routine

processes is so enormous that it has been characterized as deterministic chaos

(Atenmuller 1993). It was for this reason that data reduction was necessary.

Leader types first differed in the Alpha and Beta 1 bands, and the quesition is "why?"

"In the waking state, the human brain displays two characteristic patterns of electrical

activity. The most prominent periodic pattern of the waking EEG is the Alpha rhythm

... A second EEG pattern that is observed in waking was termed the Beta rhythm"

(Beatty 1995, 386). The "Alpha rhythm is the classical state for relaxed wakefulness"

(Niedermeyer 1993, 133). Beta rhythms characterize diffuse arousal and focused

attention (Steriade, 1993).

Perhaps a more appropriate description of Alpha and Beta come from the biofeedback

therapists who routinely observe subjects in a resting state:

Beta Rhythm

This is the rhythm that predominates when you are mentally aroused. It is

associated with being awake, alert, active, focusing outside yourself, doing

concrete problem-solving or being anxious. Beta is the major rhythm when you

are attentively looking at and listening to a speaker or television program.

Alpha rhythm

This is the first rhythm to be identified in EEG because of its obvious pattern;

... This rhythm is associated with putting your mind in neutral so there is not

much mental activity going on. Some persons report enjoying this sort of

mindless state (perhaps because it is a welcome break from an overly busy mind)

while others find it boring.

(Danskin and Crow 1981, 55)
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Perhaps the biofeedback definition of Beta rhythm provides the best distinction

between the eyes-open and eyes-closed conditions. As mentioned in the methodology,

subjects during the eyes-open condition gazed at a fixed object on the computer monitor

while subjects had their eyes closed in the other resting state. It could be surmised that

the leader types differed in relaxed states of focused attention (the eyes-open condition}

as opposed to relaxed states where fixed attention was not required [the eyes-closed

condition]. Note that "a relaxed state of focused attention" is often how a state of optimal

learning is characterized and is the idealized state for a classroom environment.

Another reason why Alpha and Beta 1 were found to be significant among the leader

types may be the relationship between Alpha and Beta. A neuroscience textbook

describes the relationship between the two rhythms like this:

It is much like listening to the footsteps of musicians in a marching band.

When they march in synchrony, their footsteps are loud, and the period between

steps is quiet. But when the parade is over and the musicians depart, only the

gentle constant sound of many people walking around may be heard. Similarly,

the alpha rhythm provides an example of synchronous neural activity, whereas the

beta rhythm reflects desynchronized neural activity (Beatty 1993, 387).

Alpha traits are to some degree, genetically transmitted (Davis and Davis 1936;

Travis and Gottlober 1936, Lennox et. al 1945; Neidermeyer 1993). Even so, "A person's

EEG traits and Alpha rhythm development must not be considered as permanent and

unchangeable features as fingerprints" (Niedermeyer, 1993, 134). With advancing age,

Alpha rhythms tend to decrease (Fisch et.al 1990). Just like alpha rhythms, LOQ scores

change with age (Fleishman 1989, 17) and differ by gender (Fleishman 1989, 23).

Having discussed why the leader types differed in the eyes-open condition as opposed

to the eyes-closed condition, and why Alpha and Beta FFT bands would be significant
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and not other FFT bands, the question now focuses on why the frontal lobes were

significant and not the other regions of the brain. In the Johns Hopkins Human Anatomy

Series, "The Five Senses of Consciousness," the frontal lobes are described as controlling

"personality stability, ambitions, responsibilities and properties of behavior" (Schlossberg

1989).

Stuss, perhaps the leading authority on frontal lobe function, ties leadership abilities

directly to frontal lobe activity in his article "Biological and Physiological Development

of Executive Functions" (1992). Stuss associates frontal lobe function with the executive

control and supervisory functions of anticipation, plan formulation, goal selection,

evaluation and monitoring of behavior, and some anterior attentional functions such as

selectivity and possibly persistence (Stuss 1992).

So far, the discussion has shown how the literature supports the principal findings of

the research. The discussion is now directed toward how the leader types differed and

why. The leader types differed in peak amplitudes across the entire frontal lobes for the

Alpha and Beta 1 FFT bands (except for Beta's midline, Fz) . Statistical 'tests revealed

these differences to be between groups HH and HC and between groups HC and HS. As

mentioned, the abbreviation "HH" stood for subjects who scored high on both leadership

dimensions, whereas "HC" and "HS" stood for subjects scoring high on Consideration

and Task-structuring, respectively. If the "HH" abbreviation were replaced by "HSHC"

which also means high on both dimensions, then it becomes apparent from Tables 21 and

22, that the Consideration dimension made the significant difference and the HC group

had the significantly higher peak amplitudes.

"The voltage of the EEG determines its amplitude," (Niedermeyer 1993, 131). Jasper

(1981) has pointed out that the amplitude of the EEG is inversely related to the "arousal"

of the brain as a whole and this is related to "higher" brain function. Efficient use of

brain electrical energy has also been linked to efficient learning (Science News 1992). If
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this is true in our case, the the HH group would be the most efficient in use of brain

electrical energy for Alpha peak amplitudes, given their lower amplitudes while the HC

group would be the least efficient given their higher amplitudes. For the Beta 1 FFT

band, the HS group would be the most efficient with no other group clearly being the

least efficient in this band.

The electroencephalographer Nunez is quoted in The Electrophysiology of Intellectual

Functions, saying,

The concept of a wave is perhaps the most profound in all the sciences. Wave

propagation is nature's way of transmitting energy and information over long

distances with a minimum of energy loss and little permanent distortion over the

intervening medium (Giannitrapani 1985, 21).

Gasser et. al (1983) found good correlation between alpha rhythm (and other EEG

criteria) and intelligence. The Alpha FFT band in this research was found to be

significant, but the corresponding Beta 1 band was also found to be significant. Ingvar

(1987) in describing "cerebral hyperfrontality," states that the region of highest EEG

frequencies and highest cerebral blood flow (as well as oxygen and glucose uptake) are

located in the frontal and central areas. Bower (1994) later was to report links between

glucose uptake efficiency and intelligence in Science News.

The efficiency of brain electrical energy and glucose efficiency may describe the

relation between intelligence and human energy efficiency, but the LOQ scores tell us

something about effectiveness. One of the minor tasks in answering the LOQ questions

involved the ability of being able to distinguish between a question of Consideration and

a question of Task-structuring.. By definition, the HH group was the most effective and

the LL group the least effective.

When considering the effectiveness of the leader types alongside the efficiency of

energy within the brain to do such tasks, perhaps the Ohio State Leadership Quadrants
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could be relabeled as follows: the HH group as efficient and effective; the HS group as

efficient; the HC group as inefficent; and, the LL group as ineffective. The four leader

types can now be viewed by the efficient and effective consumption of brain electrical

energy, as shown in Figure 12.

:5 c e ii ; u :st t :;...... High consideration & High task-structuring

":. :...>:.:::::::::> EFFICIENT & EFFECTIVE

I N E F F E C T I V E L w c i r tLow consideration & Low task-structurinWc r & ksW * n <

Figure 12. Effectiveness and Efficiency of the leader types

Implications

The Examiner's Manual for The Leadership Opinion Ouestionnaire (LOO) shows a

table titled, "Correlations of the LOQ Scales with Personality Measures," (Fleishman,

1989, 19). Does Fleishman beg the question in the Situational versus Contingency

debate on leadership, or does high correlation of LOQ scores with personality measures

make it an instrument which measures some aspect of personality?

This research venture found a significant difference among leader types and their

Alpha rhythms. Using Eysenck's table (1976) of personality and research design, shown

in Figure 13, this research attempted to link Level Two research with Level Three

research. As previously mentioned, Alpha rhythms are to some degree hereditary (Davis

and Davis 1936; Travis and Gottlober 1936, Lennox et. al 1945; Neidermeyer 1993).

While this research venture linked Level 3 with Level 2 research, the electrophysiological
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epistle links Level Two and Level One research together. As the electrophysiological

literature reveals, this is why the research can suggest that differences found among

leader types may be considered deep trait differences.

Reviewing the Situational versus Contingency debate, Fiedler (1969) would prescribe

matching a leader's personality to a given situation because leader style, he would say, is

an aspect of personality and the personality is not so changeable. This research venture

studied the EEG patterns of the four leader types, and leader types that were

LEELI1
Inherited Differences

LEVEL 2

Physiological Differences
- EEG

LEVEL3
Observed Differences

-Experimental Studies; Conditioning; Learning; Perception

LEVEL 4
Personality Differences

LEVEL 5
Special Phenomena

-Crime; accident proneness; sexual deviancy

Figure 13. Eysenck's Levels of Personality Research and Research Design
(Eysenck 1976)

differentiated by the LOQ instrument. This study found significant differences among

the leader types and these differences are not considered to be so changeable as well.

Hersey (1980), on the other hand, would prescribe that the leader customize his leader

style to each individual and modify his leader style with the individual's maturity -- as he

has said, "Different strokes for different folks in different stages of their lives" (Academy
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of Management 1986). The research findings suggest the Contingency approach as the

more appropriate leadership approach. As Fiedler has said, "It is easier to change the

situation than the leader's personality" (Academy of Management 1986). He might now

say, "It is easier to change the situation than the leader's electrophysiology, as well."

Another implication is a better understanding of self and of management style. Jung

(1976) indicates that an individual's core personality is more or less fixed by the age of

twenty-one years. Further research has failed to disprove Jung's contention (Campbell

1976). If the personality, and the leadership aspects of personality are more or less fixed,

as the findings of Jung (1976), Fiedler (1969), and this research imply, then a manager

should make the best of a situation by learning just who he or she is. Managers should

dare to look into Cooley's looking-glass (Wren 1987); it is surprising to discover how

many eligible subjects shied away from such "knowing." There are many books on the

market to access personality along Jungian dimensions, e.g., Understanding Your

Management Style: Beyond the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Benefari 1991).

Implications are not all geared toward management. Attenmuller (1993) relates that

the introduction of the Fast-Fourier Transform algorithm facilitated data analysis and

contributed to a utilization of frequency analysis in physiological research. Overall, the

results proved disappointing (Donchin et. al 1977; Geuins et. al 1979). As a

consequence, many researchers switched over to the developing field of endogenous

event-related potentials (Attenmuller 1993); yet this research venture found significant

results with frequency analysis. The question is, "How did this research venture differ

from a wholly electrophysiological venture?" This research venture used a behavioral

instrument from the social sciences to segregate subjects into groups. One could

speculate that social/behavioral sciences are better at differentiating subjects into groups

and the cognitive sciences are better at revealing substantive differences between

subjects.
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Other implications of this study concern the applications. Because brain topography,

as a tool is alien to the management research (until now), this section is covered

separately.

Applications

Application for leadership is in evaluation. There are enough standardized tests in the

cognitive EEG domain to build a composite of leader types so that a subject can be

evaluated for leadership potential without ever having to mention leadership or any

leadership subjects. The Flash Visual Evoked Potential, a test of perception, and the

Stroop Task, a higher level cognitive condition, are just two of the standardized tests that

can be used to form a neurophysiological composite of leader types.

The advantages of brain topography in psychology can be the advantages of brain

topography for business and management research. Brain topography separates the

"fiction" from the "physics" in psychological theory. It has the potential to do the same

for leadership and management theory (and research) as well.

Limitations

The work of Sproull (1988) is used as a guide for the discussion of the limitations with

respect to validity. The concerns, presented in Chapter I, of Podsakoff and Organ (1986)

are addressed.

Internal Validity

Threats to internal validity included history, experimental mortality and maturation. A

neurological and social assessment was taken prior to the mapping session. Findings
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from the neurological and social assessment could have eliminated a subject due to

history. At least three subjects were rescheduled due to lengthy preparation to prevent

experimental mortality. Snacks were also made available to subjects being mapped to

eliminate threats of maturation.

External Validity

Generalization across people exclude all but right-handed males 18 to 26 years old.

Differences in brain function required group homogeneity in terms of gender, age and

handedness. Beyond these demographic requirements, external validity is strongly

threatened.

Generalizations across time concern age. Age has the greatest single effect on brain

function as mentioned in the literature review. "With increasing aging, slightly less alpha

activity is seen to occur, with slight anteriorization; however, these changes in activity

and topography were shown by confirmatory procedures such as ANOVA to be

statistically insignificant" (Maurer and Dierks 1991, 62).

Generalizations across settings emphasize that subjects were tested in a resting state

which require no task or interaction. Under this condition, it is difficult to perceive a

threat to external validity across settings.

Construct Validity

Construct validity is discussed separately because of concerns regarding socially

desirable responses and subject expectancies, as mentioned in Chapter I (Podsakoff and

Organ 1986).

Mono-Method Bias is not a problem for this study since data were collected from two

sources -- Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ) scores and brain topographic
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techniques. The results of this research corroborate the validity and reliability of the

LOQ as an instrument of discriminatory power.

In summary, it appears that the research design was threatened only by external

validity. This research was not designed for generalization across persons and times, but

instead only to prospect for correlation.

Agenda for Future Research

An assumption for this exploratory research was that those who score well on the

LOQ have the potential to be good leaders. It would be better to test proven and

established leaders in the field; however, a criteria of successful leadership would first

have to be established.

Correlating results with other measures of personality is worthy of future research. In

an article titled, "Toward a Neuropsychological Theory of Person," Pribram (1968)

stresses that an individual can only be understood by an examination that cuts across

disciplines; otherwise, the study of the person "is likely to culminate in a Tower of Babel

where many, by referring to the same event structured in different realms of discourse,

fail totally to communicate." Redundancy in research should only be deliberate, not an

accident.

The most important agenda for future research is to "automate" the data analysis and

reduction process. Months of data analysis and reduction are required to determine

significance, though very little human intervention is required. Additional PCs attached

and menu-driven programs for coordination allow on-line adjustments and powers of

discriminant analysis. Programs could easily be modified to print the exceptions first.

The goal of modification is to have those F- and P-values flow like water. A related

modification for data collection is also possible -- unobtrusive collection and monitoring
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via telemetry. The state of technology makes this method of monitoring feasible for

animal experimentation, therefore it might be feasible for human experimentation as well.

Summary

Laboratory research was performed to determine inductively if baseline EEG

frequency patterns could be linked to psychological data by investigating brain electrical

activity patterns and LOQ scores. Research began with 293 right-handed males who

were 18 to 26 years old, and who were asked to complete the LOQ. Based on LOQ

scores 61 subjects were mapped using topographic brain-mapping technology: 17 had

scored high on both dimensions (HH); 16 had scored high on consideration but low on

task-structuring (HC); 17 had scored high on task-structuring but low on consideration

(HS); and 11 had scored low on both dimensions (LL). Results from two subjects were

dropped for poor electrode measurements.

Subjects were tested in the resting states eyes-open and eyes-closed. Statistical

analyses were performed using ANOVA for among-group differences and t-values for

between-group differences.

Results revealed basic physiological baseline differences based on the LOQ

instrument. Most striking differences were seen in the alpha (7.5-12 Hz) and lower beta

(12.5-16 Hz) FFT bands and were significant across the frontal lobes.

The research implications are focused on current leadership theory -- the contingency

approach versus the situational approach. The findings suggest that the Contingency

Model indeed may be correct in that it is easier to change a situation than a leader's

personality (or electrophysiology).
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The results offer resolution to the leadership Enigma. Topography offers management

a new tool for understanding individuals, the interaction of individuals, and the

interaction of the individual with the work environment.
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THE LEARNING & COGNITION CENTER
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS

General Interpretation of Eyes-Open & Eyes-Closed Maps

The maps shown here compare you on the eyes-open & eyes-closed tasks with the general
population 18 to 26 years-old on these two tasks. The normal healthy adult will have a map composed
of only blue & yellow color.

Imagine the color scale on the right is the bell curve. The "0" marks the divider point between
yellow & blue. That "0" represents the very middle the bell curve. The three yellow and three blue
squares equate to 3 standard deviations, or 99.7% of the population. Values shown on the map are in
standard deviation. So, if you have a point marked on your map as "0.00" then the electrical activity of
your brain at that point falls directly under the bell curve for the electrical activity of all 18-26 years-old
at that point. As the numbers move away from zero, this states how your electrical activity differs from
those in your age group. It is rare for anyone to have a statistical map that is all zeros, or all any one
number.

Consider that the yellow means that brain electrical activity is greater in that region. The blue
generally means that region of the brain is at rest. Another way to interpret the topographic maps is to
think of the yellow as the area where the brain is focusing in on a problem and the blue as the brain
efficiently using energy.

The Frequencies listed on the left are certain electrode sites.
Fp means prefrontal lobes
F means frontal lobes
C means central lobes
P means parietal lobes
T means temporal lobes
0 means occipital lobes

The even-numbered electrodes are on the right; the odd-numbered electrodes are on the left; and,
the "z electrodes are in the middle. By reading about each one of these lobes you can learn what
regions of your brain are most active under conditions of rest and activity.

Again, thank you for participating in the Leadership & Brain Topography study. Collectively, the
results apar to have far geter significance than we imagined.
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Center for Research on Learning and Cognition
qEEG and Evoked Potential Laboratory

University of North Texas
P.O. Box 5355

Denton, TX 76203

Consent Form for LOQ/EEG Study

qEEG is the computer analysis of EEG (electroencephalography). This is the
same EEG procedure which is used routinely in hospitals and clinics to measure brain
wave activity. I understand that I am consenting to have a qEEG performed on me. I
understand that this will require that; 1) either electrodes be pasted to my scalp or, 2) that
a special cap, with the electrodes attached, will be placed on my head. In both cases I
understand that the skin on my scalp will need to be cleaned with alcohol, abraded with a
special preparation, and electrode gel or paste be applied under each electrode so that the
brain's electrical signal can be measured. I have been told that this is a noninvasive
procedure and that there are minimal possible side-effects. I understand that if I find this
procedure to be objectionable that I am free to stop the test immediately without fear of
penalty or reprisal.

I also understand that in addition to the qEEG tests that I will also be given the
following tests:

1. Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (paper and pencil version),
and/or

2. Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (in two formats
while being tested with qEEG).

I understand that my test results are part of a research project and that I am giving
my permission for this data to be used. I understand that my identity will be concealed
and that I will be assigned an identification number of which only the immediate
researchers will have knowledge. I also understand that my data will be kept in a locked
file cabinet and only authorized personnel will have access to it. It is my understanding
that the results of such research might be used for professional training, possible
presentation at professional meetings, and/or submitted for publication in professional
journals. It is my understanding that in all cases my identity will remain anonymous.

Furthermore, I understand that I may withdraw from the testing, or ask that my
data not be included in the research, at any time. I understand that should I have any
questions regarding this research that I may contact Dr. David W. Holmes at the
University of North Texas ( 817-565-4373). By signing this form I realize that I am
giving my informed consent to all of the above.

Name (print): Date:

Signature:

Witness:_Date:

November 13, 1992
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Center for Research on Learning and Cognition
qEEG and Evoked Potential Laboratory

University of North Texas
P.O. Box 5355

Denton, Texas 76203
(817) 565-4373

ABOUT qEEG

Benefits
qEEG is a product of research done at New York University, Harvard, and NIMH. Ten years

of careful research was performed in five different countries to validate the technique, and new
applications and additional clinical uses are under development.

In the late 1970's high-speed computers entered the field. These computers were able to detect
very tiny signals evoked by the nervous system whenever a patient was presented with a particular
stimulus (light flashes to the eye, clicking or beeping noises in the ears, etc.). Physicians found
the information from these evoked response tests very useful because delays in the nervous
system's ability to handle information from the outside world could be detected.

Recordings of brain electrical activity have been used by physicians to diagnose and treat certain
illnesses for many years. The EEG (electroencephalogram) was the first recording of "brain
waves," which consist of a series of wavy lines inked on graph paper. These waves result form
the amplification of the tiny electrical signals produced by the brain. Specifically trained physicians
(electroencephalographers) are able to recognize very specific patterns in the recordings, which
indicate the presence of disease in the brain.

The most recent computerized test, qEEG, incorporates both of these techniques but takes them
two steps further. With conventional EEG's and evoked potentials, the physician could only look
at relatively crude graphs which contained many times more waveforms than the physician could
see and analyze by the naked eye alone.

However, with qEEG the computer constructs images of the brain electrical activity from these
many waveforms, and then compares these images to those of people of the same age who are
known to have no brain disorders. These two abilities of qEEG make this test more powerful than
conventional EEG or evoked response tests alone in detecting brain disorders.

Possible Risks
qEEG testing is safe and painless, requiring no injections, drugs, or radiation. There are

minimal risks to the patient. Every precaution is taken to ensure the safety and health of the
patient. However, because the scalp is lightly abraded in order to make good contact between the
skin and the EEG electrode, it is possible that there might be some infection and scabbing at some
of the electrode sites.

11/13/92
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EDINBURGH HANDEDNESS INVENTORY'

PATIENT CODE: (XXXYYY):

DATE OF BIRTH /..___ _ (MM/DD/YY) MALE FEMA

Please indicate which hand you would prefer to use for each of the following activities by putting + in theappropriate column. Where the preference is so strong that you would never try to use the other hand unless absolutely
forced to, put ++. If in any case you are really indifferent put + in both columns.

Some of the activities require both hands. In these cases the part of the task, or object, for which handpreference is wanted is indicated in brackets.

Please try to answer all the questions, and only leave a blank if you have no experience at all with the object ortask.

.

4.

(8.
8.

WRITING
DRAWING
THROWING
SCISSORS
TOOTHBRUSH
KNIFE cWITHOUT
SPOON
BROOM (UPPER H
S TRIKING A MA

I LEFT

FORK)I

lAND)
CH

RIGHT

10. PENING A BOX (LID) I
TOTAL +'s I ( ) I

TOTAL R - TOTAL L
HANDEDNESS INDEX-=.- --------------------_ X 100 = **

TOTAL R + TOTAL L

PLEASE CALCULATE THIS NUMBER!!!!!

L EFT RIGHT
L 

WHICH FOOT DO YOU PREFER TO KICK WITH? .i. WHICH EYE D YOU USE WHEN USING ONLY ONE''
111, ARE BOTH PARENTS OF SAME HANDEDNESS AS YOU? r I YES I NO

SOldfield, R. C. The assessment and analysis of handedness: the Edinburgh inventory. Neuropsvchologia, 1971, 9,97-113.

**Enter this value on the subject history sheet and include the completed 'andedness inventory with the submitteddata.

_

,.

._.._,.

_._.._

. _.

.. _

._.

... _.,_

_

_._____

e,..

._.

_

_..._

__

_.__.



SCORE
FOR

TASK
STRUCTURING

SCORE
FOR

CONSIDERATION
OF EMPLOYEES

Thank you for participating in the largest neurophysiological
study using brain topography equipment at the University of North Texas.Shown above is your score on the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire. Thefirst number is your task-structuring score, the second number your
consideration score. Maximum points on either portion is 80 points.
Use the chart below to compare your scores with the norm tables fordifferent professions.

Over 300 students participated in this study. While your scoredoes not qualify you for this study, there are other studies at the
Learning & Cognition Center in which you may participate. If you wish,
you may call the Learning & Cognition Center at 565-4373 and have your
name included in upcoming studies, or stop by our offices in Highland
Hall. Thank you for your cooperation.

I certify the above scores on the Leadership Opinion
Questionnaire are true and accurate and that the test was administered
in caipliance with its proprietary, Science Research Associates.

1/28/93
date es

Ling Cognition Center, U.N.T.

190 * TM.E RR VMtIOUSGUPS

GROIP Low
Males 42

37
Accounting 42

Managers 35
Bank & Insurance 43
Managers 37
R&D Managers 46

35
Humn Resource 42
Managers 35
Sales Managers 43

35
Engineers 44

36
Ccnputer Analysts 43
& Programers 32
Nurses 43

31
College Students 34
& Graduates 26
Industrial 43
Enloees 35

Average High
50 58
47 56
50 57
43 50
49 58
47 57
53 60
42 48
52 60
44 53
50 58
44 53
51 60
46 56
51 60
42 53
51 58
40 48
51 58
41 50
51 58
43 53

Very High
67
66
68
68
64
67
65
58
68
61
68
61
69
64
69
62
69
57
65
59
69
62 62 44.95 Src

Mean
52.48
50.21
52.84
45.45
52.26
50.99
56.32
44.91
54.80
47.17
53.34
47.17
53.80
50.25
53.94
50.25
53.60
42.34
52.70
43.67
52.61
44.95

Consi
Struc
Consi
Struck
Consi
Struc
Cor-
Struc
Consi
Strc
Cons

Struc

Consi
Struc
Consi
Str
Consi
StmtcStruc
Consi~

deration
turionq
deration

Other n:

ing Sall Business
deration Cwers
touring 50.1(C) 45.5(S)
Jeration Artists &
tr _ Architects
deration 53.4(C) 48.7(5)
__ring Teachers
deration 53.3(C) 47.6(5)
tuning Librarians
deration 51.2(C) 40.0(S)
trin Military Cadets
duration 44.2(C) 54.4(5)
tur ng Food Service
deration Enployees
touring 51.1(C) 48.8(5)
duration Counselors
tiring 51.1(C) 39.8(5)
deration Principals
tiring 54.8(C) 43.3(S)

Law Enforcent
Personnel
53.5(C) 47.7(5)

Business School Professors
54.6(C) 47.5(5)

NAME
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Subject number#
PROTOCOL CHECK-LIST

FOR IMPEDOMETER

1. Patient completes (A) Consent form #2
(B) Neurological Form
(C) Handedness questionnaire
(D) Demographic form

(E) Preparer puts on gloves

2. Measure head for cap size (Yellow-red-blue tape)

Distance from back to front

Distance from side-to-side across top of

head
Locate Cz & exact midpoint

3. Measure nasion to inion: cm
1/10= cm = D

4. (A) Mark Fpz point with grease pencil

(distance D from nasion)

(B) Fpl & Fp2 are marked 1/2 distance D from Fpz

point

[Rule of thumb: Fpl & Fp2 bisect the pupils; All three

are located in the slight indenture above the brows]

5. Place ringlets on cap-points Fpl & Fp2 sticky side

down facing subject.

(Fpl & Fp2 are located opposite the side with

sewn-in tag)

6. Place cap on head using Fpz, Fpl & Fp2 marks as

reference points.

7. Secure cap with chin strap.

8. Shake up Omni Prep & pour onto paper towel

9. With Omni-Prep, abrade both sides of each ear lobe.

10. Put drop of electro-gel on both sides of each ear

electrode, place & connect ear electrodes.

11. Connect cord to impedometer.

Abrade all electrode points methodically using

wooden end of Q-tip.

12. Fill a syringe with electro-gel.

[Before injecting into cap-points consider that one syringe

is enough for 21 all cap-points. Estimate portions
by the graduated scale on side of syringe. Too much and
salt bridges occur.]

13. Using portion-control, methodically fill cap

points.
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14. Use back of Q-tip to pack electro-gel- pack down
and rotate clockwise & counter-clockwise.

15. When Cz and Fpz are green, disconnect each ear
electrode to assure other ear electrode is
functioning. These two points should remain green
if each ear electrode is functioning properly.

16. Lights should turn green as impedance level is
reached. If setting jumps from high to low, add more
electro-gel.

PROTOCOL CHECK-LIST
FOR BIOLOGIC

1. Turn machine on; call up Brain atlas to FEG collect;
start calibration.

Highest reading_ = A
(minus) Lowest reading

Difference = = B
(1/10 A) = = C C is greater than B
If not, recalibrate.

2. Check impedances; if OK hit control P to print
if not adjust & then print out.

Mark print-out as, "Pre-test"
3. Turn disking on;

Write patient information;
Mark comments as "eyes-open"
Request patient stare "trash
can" on screen for 2 minutes;
Collect 2 minutes end-time

4. Hit pause;
Turn disking off
Turn disking on
Change comments to "Eyes-closed";
Request patient close eyes;
Assure disking on;
Hit "start"; "append";

Collect 2 minutes; end time
5. Write file as "20"+"Sort " + "EO"; e.g., "2051E0"

6. Go to Main Menu; hit "EP collect"; Read file; C drive
Hit "BA" subdirectory, then hit "TSETAEP" file

7. Plug earphones into auditory outlet;
Have patient place on ears with red to the right

8. Give patient counter; and instruct them to use the counter
to count the "high beeps" (and count gently).

9. Hit "Start" so patient can hear beeps; then "pause"
"Start", "Overwrite Existing File".

10. Machine should stop by itself.
11. Hit "Write file", then encode as "2O51AEP",
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11. Hit "Write file", then encode as "2051AEP",
i.e., "20"+"51" + "EC" ;

12. Load Hypercard Consideration Stack on MacIntosh;
Input LOQ code;
(See sort # either "HH"; "RH"; "HR", or "RM")

13. Go to read file; EP files; C drive; "BA"
subdirectory; load "SETLOC";

14. Instruct patient in Hypercard use
15. Hit start; machine turns of after 30 targets.
16. Hit "Write file" and encode as "2051CON", Enter

patient information with name & birthdate, and
"CON" as comments, i.e.
same formula as above

17. Switch to LOQ Task-Structuring on Hypercard;
Input Code

18. Hit start, Machine turns off by itself.
19. Hit "Write file" and encode as

"2051TAS", i.e., same formula
20. Hit "Patient Info", write name & birthdate and

place "TAS" as comments.
21. Go to Impedances; "all channels"; hit control P

Mark as "post-test".
22. Print out map for subject.
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Creating Normative Files
1. Turn on reader station; on "C:" type "EFgedit" [enter].

Have appropriate files on loaded onto the Bernouilli
disk (that's the "F" drive").

2. Hit [enter] 3 times until Option Menu Appears; type "2"
for "Create Grand Mean".

3. On "...cursor..." type y [enter].
4. On "...sub to analyze.." type "*" [enter].
5. On ". . .for result file (3 char)" type group code,

e.g., "low scorers on bank 1 of aep" type "LAl ";
[enter].

6. On "...class..." type "*" [enter].
7. On "...1 digit.." type "1" [enter].
8. On "...specify the drive" type "E:(backslash)"

[enter].
9. (Whenever you see a drive, just hit "enter" as long

as "E: (backslash)" is showing).
10. Use the down arrow and spacebar to select subjects

of each group. An "*" will appear as they are selected
When last subject is selected, hit [enter].

11. Screen will prompt "...finished selecting...""; type "y"
them [enter].

12. Screen will prompt "specify the drive"; "E:(backslash)"
should be the option; if so hit [enter]; if not write
it in.

13. Screen prompt "...2 character study"; type your own
first & last initial [enter].

14. Screen prompts "...pulse markers..."; type "n" [enter]
15. Screen prompts "...history file..."; hit [enter]
16. Screen shows processing & calculating then returns to

options menu. Follow steps 2 through 16 with next
subgroup until all subgroups are done. Write down
subgroup names. They will appear on the far right of
the subject selection screen as T+ 3 digit subgroup
name + 1 + (Your 2 initials) + N, e.g. "THAILDDN".

17. When last group is done, screen will be prompted at
Options menu. Type "3" for quit [enter].

18. This returns you to the C prompt; type
"CD(backslash)BA" [enter]; type "BA" [enter].

19. Go to "Map Analysis" [enter]; go to "Process"
[enter]; go to "Bank Math" [enter]; Hit "F8"
to clear banks; Arrow "Source Bank"; type "1"
Arrow right to "Destination Bank"; type "A"
Arrow one right and one down to "...file name..."
Type (drive + first subgroup name with extension),
e.g., "E:THH1DDN"; Hit "F6" for processing; screen
will prompt on "file name"; arrow up one to "Source
Bank" type "A", then arrow one right to "Destination
Bank"; type "1"; hit "Shift" & "F4", under "Patient
Information" & "Comments" write subgroup name and
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"N=__"(whatever sample size is N). Go to Write file
and type "NormT + (task no)"; [enter].

20. Repeat Step 19 until all subgroups have been
transcribed into "NormT_" file, write "NormT_" to your
optical disk and quit.

Creating Peak-Seeking Files for Systat

1. On the C prompt, type "Reduce" & [enter]. press
[enter] three more times until the "Brain Mapping
Utilities Program Menu" is displayed.

2. Type "4" for Peak Seeking Program & [enter].
3. The next menu to prompt asks for type of files to be

processed (AEP, FFT, ... or other). Type number which
corresponds to data type & [enter].

4. Next to prompt, program asks for a 5 character
description. Enter description and press [enter].

5. On "Select Cursor", type "y" and [enter].
6. On "Specify the drive... .", type "E: (backslash)" &

[enter].
7. On "...number of conditions. . .", specify how many

group-conditions there are, here "4", then [enter].
8. On ". . .name of condition 1: ", type "TH" & [enter].

On "condition 2", type "TC" & [enter], etc...
9. When last condition is entered, screen will list the

appropriate files, the name of the first condition,
and an arrow set at "ALL". Move arrow with arrow keys
to the left side of first file that is of the first
condition. Press the space bar and an asterisk appears.
Use the arrow key to move to the next file of the first
condition, press the space bar, and an asterisk will
appear. Continue throughout the list until all the files
of the first condition have an asterisk beside them.

10. At the end of page 1 of the files list, press [enter].
The screen will prompt a question, "...finished
(Y or N)". Press "Y" & enter. Go to page two and
continue the process.

11. When you have entered "y" & [enter] at the end of page
two, the screen will return to page 1 again and display
the second condition. Continue the process until all
the files of the second condition have an asterisk beside
them. The process continues until all the files of each
condition have been marked with an asterisk.

12. The screen then asks where the result files will be
written. Type "E:(backslash)" & [enter].

13. The screen then ask for the epoch length. Type "512" &
[enter]. The screen then asks for "pre-stimulation
period". Type "0" & [enter]. The screen asks for
"post-stimulation period. Type "0" & [enter].
The screen then asks if you want a printed copy.

Type "N" & [enter]. The screen then asks if you want

to store .ASC files. Type "N" and [enter].
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14. A new screen appears asking for the number of windows
(max 5). Type "1" and [enter]. The screen then prompts
a screen subtitled "Window 1" and 4 questions.
The first question asks for a label. Here, type "N400" &
[enter]. The second question asks is it a "P or N".
Type "N" & [enter]. The third question wants the
starting point of the window. Here type "?50" & [enter].
The last question wants the ending point of the window.
Here type "512" & [enter]. The screen then asks if this
information is correct (Y or N). Type "Y" & [enter].
The screen then goes to "File being processed" and
continues to automatically process all the files.

15. When the processing is completed, the screen prompts a
question if you want these peak files in a format for
future stat package use. Type "v" & [enter].

16. Then the screen asks for target drive. Type "E:" &
[enter].

17. The screen then asks for a three character study name.
Here, type "LOQ" & [enter].

18. The screen then ask if you want separate files for each
site. Type "Y" & [enter].

19. The screen then asks for the number of electrode sites.
Here, type "10" & [enter].

20. The screen then ask you to list these sites. Using
capital letters, type "CZ"; [enter]; "P3"; [enter];
"P4"; [enter]; etc. . . When the last site is entered,
the screen will ask if you want windows. Type "N" &
[enter].

21. The screen then returns to the main menu. Type "6" for
""quit".

Creating Statistical Files
1. On C prompt type "CD(backslash) BA". On

"C(backslash)BA", type "BA" & [enter]. Screen goes to
Brain Atlas' Main Menu. Go to "Process" & [enter]. On
the Process Menu, Go to "statistics" & [enter]. Screen
will prompt "Read Statistical File" and "Create
Statistical File". Go to "Create Statistical File" &
[enter]. Screen shows information and at the bottom it
asks for first file.

2. Enter the Source drive with original ".dat" file without
extension, e.g., "D:2061TAS". The screen may state that
there are two banks. Enter the appropriate bank number
& [enter]. The screen then asks for any more files.
Type "Y" and the screen goes to "Enter data file" and
displays the name of the last Cile entered. Enter
second file name. Continue process until last file is
entered, then type "N".
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3. The screen then asks for the name to he used for the
statistical file. Enter destination drive and
statistical file name, then press [enter] twice. When
the file is accessed, the statistical file will contain
two records. The first record is the standard
deviation, and the second record is the mean.

4. Go to the main menu; go to "quit" & [enter].
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USING SYSTAT & ANOVA
1. Go to C drive
2. Type "CD#Stats" [# designates the "backslash" key]
3. Write "Copy D:*.S?S" to copy peak-seeking files.

4. Type "CD#Skey" : takes you to "Superkey" subdirectory.
5. Type "key" 'I ["c" means "press return"]: this loads

"Superkey".
6. Type "dir#w" to see subdirectory.
7. Type "Edit Readin3.Mac" & W.
8. Type "ALT + S" to bring up "search" key.
9. Press "C" to bring up "change" menu.

10. In the "Find What?" space type the electrode name
which now occupies the program, eg, "Oz".

11. Hit tab to move to "Change to" and type current
electrode name, e.g., "T5". Now 2.

12. The program now highlights the "find what?" string and
shows a menu which says "Change". Hit return to

replace the "Find What?" string. Continue until all the
changes have been made (I count 14 before the "Change
Complete" menu comes up.)

13. Change any filename stems in the program to designated
stem. For instance, for each window, the filename

stem would end in "LAO", "LBQ", "LCQ", etc. . . Use change
menu to change "L?Q" to window-designated stem (I count
two changes).

14. Change "N?" to "N4" on electrode name stems. For this
window "N4" means "the trough at 400 msec."

15. Change "M?" to "M4" on microvol- strings. Here "M4"
means "the microvolt values at 400 msec" (T count 4,

two in each line of the two longest lines of program
that extend to the far right side of the screen).

16. Change extension name, "S?S" to "SiS". Here "1"
designates "the consideration dimension for the first
window." "2" means "the task-structuring dimension

for the first window, which is the N400." "3" means

"the consideration dimension for the second window
which is the N280." The pattern continues.
Press "ALT + F" & "S" to save changes & @.

17. Press "ALT + F" & "X" to exit.
18. Press "Alt" key & "forward slash" to make "Macro" menu

to pop up. Press return, then "L" for "load".
[If the Macro menu does not load on "Alt" key &
"forward slash", type "key" on the "SKTY prompt".]

19. Another window pops up that says "Enter filename".
Type "C:#SKEY#Readin3". Ncie the extension name
".MAC", is left off.

20. Press "Alt + Fl." to start up program.
21. If you get an error message press "control + escape",

then type "quit" & ?. Analyze and wonder.
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22. "Run" will appear on the screen and other messages.
The last message is "quit", the 4 "C" prompts, the
last saying, "Edit Readin3'.Mac". Now ̂  to return to
program. Repeat steps 8 through 12 with new electrode
name. Now repeat steps 16 through 21.

23. Continue this process until all electrodes sites have
been processed.

24. When all the electrodes have been processed, type
"CD#STATS&SYSTAT" & '. Then type "Systat" & ^ two
more times. Make sure printer is on.

25. Press "output" which gives a menu where you press
"page" which gives you a menu where you press
"page length" where you press "printer" and type "0".
Press escape until it returns you to the "output"
level.

26. Go to file & press '3. This gives a menu that says
"Use". Press ' and a menu of files comes up.

27. Go to first "golden" file in list & 1. Golden files
have stems of only 4 units.

28. Hit escape & go to "data". Press ^ and go to sort & '.
29. A blank menu comes up which says "Sort variables".

Beside it, a list of variables appear.
30. Hit "CNAME$" which puts it at the first blank.
31. A small menu comes up which says

"Ascending/Descending". It will default to
"ascending" so 3.

32. Escape twice & click down on "Save".
33. Save brings up a list of files. Press escape to

enter new filename. A window will pop up.
34. Type "electrode name + window name + s [for

sorted]", e.g., "C3N4S" & C.
35. Press escape. Arrow down to "GO!" and 3.
36. Now go to "File" &'a.
37. Go to "Use" & ^.
38. Go to newly created file.&?.
39. Escape & arrow down to output & 3.
40. Arrow to Printer & ^.
41. Press escape, go to "data" & '.

42. Arrow to "By group" & '.
43. Another window comes up. Arrow to "select" & 3.
44. Arrow to "CNAME " & 3. Press escape.
45. Go to "Statistics" & '3. Arrow down to "Stats" & .
46. A window pops up that says "Statistics" & 3.
47. Arrow to "variables" & ̂ 3.
48. The blank "Variables List" & "Variables" menu pop up.
49. Enter variables in this order:

Microvolts for Consideration (6th on list)
Latencies for Consideration (4th on list)
Microvolts for Structuring (7th on list)

Latencies for Structuring (5th on list)
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50. Escape. Escape. Go to Options & ̂ . Highlight the
first seven (down to range) by T.

51. Press Escape. Go down to "Go!" & R (The printer
should be printing at this time).

52. When printer stops, tear it off, and write on paper
"electrode name + window name + test", e.g.,
"C3 N400 LOQ".

53. While printer is printing, repeat steps #26 through
#52 for next site. Continue this pattern until all
the electrodes sites in the window have been
processed.

54. When last electrode site has been processed, go to
utilities & ̂ , go to "quit" & 3.

55. Type "CD#SKEY" & '.
56. Type "Edit ANOVA2.Mac" & ̂ . Each paragraph of code

is a separate electrode site. Cut & paste to have
the number of paragraphs equal to the number of
electrode sites. Change labels as in steps # 10
through #16. Repeat steps #17 & #18.

57. Type "CD#STATS#SYSTAT" & @.
58. Type "DIR/W *.SYS".
59. Type "Del ??N4.SYS" & ̂ .
60. Type "Del ??N4P*.SYS" & ^.
61. Type "Dir/w*.SYS".
62. Press "Alt" key & "forward slash" to make "Macro" menu

to pop up. Press return, then "L" for "load".
63. Type "C:#SKEY#ANOVA2" & '.

64. Type "CD#STATSASYSTAT" & 7 ; then "SYSTAT" & -.

65. Go to "Utilities" & . Repeat step #25.
66. Escape up to "Commands" & press "C". Go to

"Menu Off" & '. This brings you to a blank screen.
Press "ALT + Fl" twice. Processing begins.

67. When printer stops, tear off the page & ̂ . Repeat
until printer stops.

68. Repeat steps 41 through #67 for next window. Repeat
until all windows are done.

Protocol for Post-Hoc Comparisons
1. On the C prompt, type, "cd#stats".
2. On the stats prompt type,"cd[l space]systat".
3. On the systat prompt, type, "Skey".
4. On the Skey prompt, type "edit TTEST5.MAC".

A program comes up.
5. Go to the Search Menu and enter "Change".

Press "C" to bring up "change" menu.
6. In the "Find What?" space type the electrode name

which now occupies the program, eg, "Oz".
7. Hit tab to move to "Change to" and type current

electrode name, e.g., "T5". Now @.
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8. The program now highlights the "find what?" string and
shows a menu which says "Change". Kit return to
replace the "Find What?" string. Continue until all the
changes have been made (I count 14 before the "Change
Complete" menu comes up.)

9. Change any filename stems in the program to designated
stem. For instance, for each window, the filename
stem would end in "LAQ", "LBQ", "LCQ", etc. . . Use change
menu to change "L?Q" to window-designated stem (I count
two changes).

10. Change "N?" to "N4" on electrode name stems. For this
window "N4" means "the trough at 400 msec."

11. Change "M?" to "M4" on microvolt strings. Here "M4"
means "the microvolt values at 400 msec" (I count 4,
two in each line of the two longest lines of program
that extend to the far right side of the screen).

12. Change extension name, "S?S" to "SS". Here "1"
designates "the consideration dimension for the first
window." "2" means "the task-structuring dimension
for the first window, which is the N400." "3" means
"the consideration dimension for the second window
which is the N280." The pattern continues.

13. Press "ALT + F" & "S" to save changes & @.
14. Press "ALT + F" & "X" to exit.
15. Press "Alt" key & "forward slash" to make "Macro" menu

to pop up. press return, then "L" for "load".
[If the Macro menu does not load on "Alt" key &
"forward slash", type "key" on the "SKEY prompt".]

16. Another window pops up that says "Enter filename".
Type "C:#SKEY#TTEST5". Note the extension name
".MAC", is left off.

17. Press "Alt + F1" to start up program.
18. If you get an error message press "control + escape",

then type "quit" & ̂ . Analyze and wonder.
19. "Run" will appear on the screen and other messages.
20. Type "quit" & @. The systat prompt should appear.
21. On the systat prompt, type "systat" & C. The Systat

menu appears.
22. Go to "Files" and down to "Use". Find the first

partial file. Its name will be the "electrode name +
B1+ E?S ["E?S" means it is sorted and it's group name
is E?], e.g., "F7BIESS", meaning "Electrode F7, Sort
#1 for the ES group.". Go to "Data", arrow down to
edit & 4.

23. The sorted file appears. Arrow over to the microvolt
Label, type the group name, for instance, the above
group is "ES", so type "ES", 1-, and escape.
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24. Type save and type the exact file name again. The exact
file name will be listed above in a marquee. Hit enter.
The monitor will read, "File already
Exist...Overwrite?". Type "Y" & '. When prompt returns
[this is a nameless prompt, just a "sideways V"] type
menu & enter. This returns you to the Systat menu.

25. Follow steps #22 to #24 until all the group files have
been relabeled [rule of thumb: the number of partial
files equals the number of groups].

26. When the last file has been relabeled, go to
"Utilities" & '.

27. Press "output" which gives a menu where you press
"page" which gives you a menu where you press
"page length" where you press "printer" and type "0".
Press escape until it returns you to the "output"
level.

28. Escape up to "Commands" & press "C". Go to
"Menu Off" & '. This brings you to a blank screen.
Press "ALT + F2" twice. Processing begins.

29. When printer stops, tear off the page & write "Post
Hoc Comparison", the window's name, the electrode
name, & whether it is a latency (or frequency)
or microvolt (amplitude) value".

30. Repeat steps #1 through #30 for next electrode with
statistical significance and continue until all
electrodes with significance are done.

31. The printout will list the probabilities as "group
versus group".
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